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Abstract
We introduce singular subalgebroids of an integrable Lie algebroid, extending the notion of Lie
subalgebroid by dropping the constant rank requirement. We lay the bases of a Lie theory for
singular subalgebroids: we construct the associated holonomy groupoids, adapting the procedure
of Androulidakis-Skandalis for singular foliations, in a way that keeps track of the choice of
Lie groupoid integrating the ambient Lie algebroid. The holonomy groupoids are topological
groupoids, and are suitable for noncommutative geometry as they allow for the construction of
the associated convolution algebras. Further we carry out the construction for morphisms in a
functorial way.
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Introduction
Lie algebroids arise in differential geometry, mathematical physics and control theory. The standard
viewpoint is to declare their sub-objects to be (wide) Lie subalgebroids, i.e. involutive constant-
rank subbundles. However there is a multitude of interesting “singular” examples that violate the
constant-rank requirement. This leads us to introduce here a new class of subalgebroids, quite more
singular than the usual Lie subalgebroids: we call them singular subalgebroids.
Our aim is to build a Lie theory for singular subalgebroids. In this paper we construct a topological
groupoid canonically associated to them, called holonomy groupoid, which depends on a choice of
integration G of the ambient Lie algebroid. The construction parallels the one of [1], and here too
the holonomy groupoid is a topological groupoid. This construction encompasses the integration of
wide Lie subalgebroids by Moerdijk-Mrčun [16] and the holonomy groupoids of singular foliations
of Androulidakis-Skandalis [1]. A novel feature is the presence of many interesting morphisms. We
prove a version Lie’s second theorem in this context (integration of morphisms), showing that our
holonomy groupoid construction is functorial.
Building on the present work, in a follow-up paper with Androulidakis [4] we will provide a version
of Lie’s third theorem, making precise how one can view the holonomy groupoid as an “integration”
of the singular subalgebroid. This will require us to work in the realm of diffeological groupoids. In
that paper we will also show that although the holonomy groupoid is not smooth, it is still possible
to do differential geometry on it.
Finally here, using the holonomy groupoid we attach a C˚-algebra to a singular subalgebroid, paving
the way to the development of pseudodifferential calculus, index theory, and other noncommutative
geometry constructions for such structures.
Recently Laurent Gengoux-Lavau-Strobl [14][13] showed that singular foliations are tightly connected
with higher algebraic structures: under reasonable assumptions, a singular foliation admits a canoni-
cal L8-algebroid which “resolves” it and which provides fine invariants. We expect their construction
to extend to singular subalgebroids.
2
Singular subalgebroids
Fix a Lie algebroid A over a manifold M . A singular subalgebroid is a C8pMq-submodule B of
ΓcpAq (the module of compactly supported sections of A), which is locally finitely generated and
closed w.r.t. the Lie bracket.
Let us display two obvious classes of singular subalgebroids, whose intersection consists exactly of
the regular foliations.
Example (Wide Lie subalgebroids). Let B be a wide Lie subalgebroid of A, i.e. a Lie subalgebroid
supported on the whole of M . Then ΓcpBq is a singular subalgebroid.
Example (Singular foliations). The singular subalgebroids of A “ TM are exactly the singular
foliations on M . Here singular foliation is meant in the sense of [1], a notion inspired by the work
of Stefan and Sussman in the 1970’s.
There is an interesting class that strictly contains the first one: the singular subalgebroids B which
are projective, i.e., so that there exists a vector bundle overM whose module of compactly supported
sections is B. Notice that such a vector bundle is then a Lie algebroid (but not necessarily a Lie
subalgebroid of A).
In turn, projective subalgebroids are contained in a larger class, that of singular subalgebroids which
are images of Lie groupoid morphisms covering the identity. Other examples of singular subalgebroids
will be given in §1.3.
Singular subalgebroids can also be viewed as a nice class of Lie-Rinehart algebras [18], more general
than Lie algebroids.
Main results
For singular foliations F on M , which as we saw are exactly the singular subalgebroids of TM , the
holonomy groupoid was constructed by Androulidakis-Skandalis [1]. There the crucial idea was that
of a bisubmersion. Bisubmersions are manifolds U endowed with two submersive maps to M , and
are defined locally from the data provided by the singular foliation. Their dimension is variable, and
the holonomy groupoid HpFq is a quotient of a disjoint union of bisubmersions.
For singular subalgebroids B of an integrable Lie algebroid A, after choosing an integrating Lie
groupoid G, taking a new point of view we extend the notion of [1] by defining bisubmersions to be
smooth maps U Ñ G satisfying certain conditions. With this notion we can construct the holonomy
groupoid HGpBq in a way analogous to [1].
A feature of the construction we give here is that it keeps track of the choice of Lie groupoid
G integrating A. More precisely, the holonomy groupoid HGpBq comes together with a canonical
morphism to G. For instance the groupoid HpFq given in [1], in the current context, is the holonomy
groupoid associated to F (viewed as a singular subalgebroid) when we choose G to be the pair
groupoid M ˆM . The canonical morphism to G is just the target-source map.
The main result of the paper is Thm. 3.8, which can be paraphrased in a simplified way as follows:
Theorem A. Let B be a singular subalgebroid of an integrable Lie algebroid A, and G a Lie groupoid
integrating A. There exists a map
Φ: HGpBq Ñ G
where
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1) HGpBq is a topological groupoid which is “nice” and “integrates B”,
2) Φ is a topological groupoid morphism “integrating” the inclusion ι : B ãÑ ΓcpAq.
In joint work with Androulidakis [4]
• we will show that HGpBq has some smoothness properties: first, its restriction to the leaves
of B are Lie groupoids, and second, it has a structure of diffeological groupoid that allows to
recover B. This is what we mean by “nice” and “integrates B” in 1) above.
• we will consider certain diffeological groupoids endowed with maps to Lie groupoids, and show
that a morphism of such objects always induces a morphism of singular subalgebroids. Together
with Ex. 4.12, this explains “integrating” in 2) above.
Further, for singular subalgebroids which are images of Lie groupoid morphisms (this includes sin-
gular foliations), we give a minimality property for HGpBq in Prop. 3.17. This minimality property
was postulated first by Moerdijk-Mrčun for wide Lie subalgebroids and is satisfied by the holonomy
groupoid of a singular foliation. At present we are not able to extend this property to arbitrary
singular subalgebroids.
The construction of the holonomy groupoid HGpBq allows to transfer almost verbatim the construc-
tion of the convolution ˚-algebra of [1], see Appendix A by Iakovos Androulidakis. Recall [1, 2, 3]
that in the case of singular foliations the K-theory of the corresponding C˚-algebra is the recipient
of the analytic index for longitudinal elliptic pseudodifferential operators.
A feature of singular subalgebroids compared to singular foliations is that morphisms abound. In
Thm. 4.6 we show that the holonomy groupoid construction extends to morphisms covering the
identity. (For more general morphisms we refer to Appendix D.) This provides new statements even
for singular foliations.
Theorem B. Let F : G1 Ñ G2 be a morphism of Lie groupoids covering IdM . Let Bi be a singular
subalgebroid of LiepGiq for i “ 1, 2, such that F˚pB1q Ă B2. Then there is a canonical morphism of
topological groupoids
Ξ: HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pB2q
covering IdM and making the following diagram commute:
HG1pB1q
Φ1

Ξ // HG2pB2q
Φ2

G1
F // G2
.
The Moerdijk-Mrčun integration of wide Lie subalgebroids
Theorem A extends and unifies previous results by Moerdijk-Mrčun [16] and Androulidakis-Skandalis
[1] for the two obvious classes of singular subalgebroids displayed above – wide Lie subalgebroids and
singular foliations –. We now elaborate on the first class, as it is instructive to compare Theorem A
with the results of Moerdijk-Mrčun in [16].
Let AÑ M be a Lie algebroid, and fix a Lie groupoid G integrating A. Let B Ñ M be a wide Lie
subalgebroid of A. Moerdijk-Mrčun show:
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Theorem. ([16, Thm. 2.3]) There exists a unique map
Φ: Hmin Ñ G
where
1) Hmin is a Lie groupoid integrating B,
2) Φ is a Lie groupoid morphism integrating the inclusion ι : B ãÑ A,
3) minimality property: for any Lie groupoid morphism H˜ Ñ G integrating1 ι, there exists a sur-
jective Lie groupoid morphism H˜ Ñ Hmin integrating IdB and making this diagram commute:
H˜

// Hmin
Φ}}
G
Moerdijk-Mrčun refer to Hmin as the minimal integral of B over G. By 3) above, Hmin is unique up
to isomorphism.
To put this result into context, recall that the wide Lie algebroid B is integrable (because A is), and
that the inclusion ι integrates to a morphism Hmax Ñ G, where Hmax is the source simply connected
Lie groupoid integrating B. All other Lie groupoids integrating B are quotients of Hmax. In general
they do not admit a morphism to G integrating ι, and Hmin is the “smallest” integration admitting
such a morphism. We want to stress that the result of Moerdijk-Mrčun, just as our Theorem A, does
not contain as a special case the integration of Lie algebroids (indeed, an integration G of the Lie
algebroid A is part of the hypotheses).
As an example of the above theorem, take the case A “ TM . Then a wide Lie subalgebroid is just an
involutive distribution, which by the Frobenius theorem corresponds of a (regular) foliation on M .
The Lie groupoids Hmax and Hmin are nothing else than the monodromy and holonomy groupoids
of this foliation.
Notice that the above theorem of Moerdijk-Mrčun starts with a Lie subalgebroid B of A (rather than
with an abstract Lie algebroid B), and that it produces a Lie groupoid morphism to G integrating
the inclusion ι : B ãÑ A (rather than only a Lie groupoid integrating B). In other words, in the
above theorem Hmin is naturally endowed with a morphism Φ: Hmin Ñ G. Notice that it would not
be wise to disregard this morphism and consider only its image ΦpHminq. First, the latter is a set-
theoretic subgroupoid of G, which usually fails to be smooth. (When B is an involutive distribution
on M , ΦpHminq is the graph of the equivalence relation given by the associated regular foliation,
and its failure to be smooth was one of the reasons to introduce the holonomy groupoid in the first
place, see the remarks in [17]). Second, the morphism of Lie groupoids Φ is usually not injective and
hence contains more information than its image.
Androulidakis-Skandalis’ holonomy groupoids of singular foliations
We highlight the aspects of this work that represent the main novelties in comparison with the
work of Androulidakis-Skandalis [1]. Let G be a Lie groupoid and B be a singular subalgebroid of
A :“ LiepGq.
1So H˜ is necessarily a Lie groupoid integrating B, and the morphism is an immersion.
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• Our definition of bisubmersion for B (Def. 2.2) is not a straight-forward generalization of the
one of [1]. Ours is given by a smooth map to G, which typically fails to be a submersion. In
the case that B is a singular foliation, our definition does not recover on the nose the notion of
bisubmersion from [1], but it corresponds bijectively to it if one assembles two submersions into
M to one map to the pair groupoidMˆM (Prop. 2.10). Just as in [1], bisubmersions for B have
the following features: their bisections induce automorphisms of the singular subalgebroid B
(see Remark 2.33), and they allow for the construction of the holonomy groupoid by providing
its “building blocks” (Thm. 3.8).
• The holonomy groupoid depends of the choice of Lie groupoid G integrating A. In §3.4 we
display how the holonomy groupoid changes if we replace G by another Lie groupoid of which
G is a quotient. For singular foliations, i.e. when A “ TM , there is a canonical choice for G,
namely the pair groupoid M ˆM . With this choice we recover the holonomy groupoid of a
singular foliation of [1].
• Morphisms between Lie algebroids abound, even in the special case of morphisms covering the
identity on the base (take for instance the anchor map). We show that when such a morphism
maps a singular subalgebroid into another, there is a canonically induced morphisms between
the corresponding holonomy groupoids (Theorem B), and that this assignment is functorial.
When one restricts to singular foliations, there are not as many morphisms, and the natural
ones are given by smooth maps between manifolds with singular foliations. Their effect at the
level of holonomy groupoids is not considered in [1] and plays an important role in [10].
Conventions: All Lie groupoids are assumed to be source connected, not necessarily Hausdorff,
but with Hausdorff source-fibers. Given a Lie groupoid G Ñ M , we denote by t and s its target
and source maps, and by i : G Ñ G the inversion map. We denote by 1x P G the identity element
corresponding to a point x PM , and by 1M Ă G the submanifold of identity elements. Two elements
g, h P G are composable if spgq “ tphq. We identify the Lie algebroid of G, which we sometimes
denote by LiepGq, with kerpdsq|M .
Acknowledgements: M.Z. thanks Iakovos Androulidakis – who collaborated in this project in
its early stages and is the author of Appendix A – for fruitful discussions and constructive advice,
and Ivan Struchiner for inspiring comments on this work. This work was partially supported by
grants MTM2011-22612 and ICMAT Severo Ochoa SEV-2011-0087 (Spain), Pesquisador Visitante
Especial grant 88881.030367/2013-01 (CAPES/Brazil), IAP Dygest, the long term structural funding
– Methusalem grant of the Flemish Government, the FWO under EOS project G0H4518N, the FWO
research project G083118N (Belgium).
1 Singular subalgebroids
In this section we introduce the notion of singular subalgebroid, give several examples, and in §1.4
make some observations for later use. Throughout this section we are going to consider a Lie algebroid
AÑM with anchor ρ : AÑ TM (see for instance [8][15][9]).
1.1 Definition of singular subalgebroid
We define the main object of interest of this paper:
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Definition 1.1. A singular subalgebroid of A is an involutive, locally finitely generated C8pMq-
submodule B of ΓcpAq.
The notion of singular subalgebroid is obtained from the notion of wide Lie subalgebroid, by dropping
the requirement of being a (constant rank) subbundle of A. This is achieved by focusing on the
C8pMq-module ΓcpAq of compactly supported sections of A, rather than on the Lie algebroid A
itself.
For any C8pMq-submodule B of ΓcpAq, we define its global hull [1, §1.1][4] to bepB :“ tZ P ΓpAq : fZ P B for all f P C8c pMqu.
It is a C8pMq-submodule of ΓpAq containing B.
A subset G of pB is said to be a generating set for B if B “ SpanC8c pMqpGq, where the latter is the
set of finite C8c pMq-linear combinations of elements of G.
Now we can explain the meaning of B being “locally finitely generated” in Def. 1.1: it means that
for every point of M there is an open neighbourhood i : U ãÑM such that the submodule
i˚B :“ tZ|U : Z P B has support in Uu
of ΓcpA|U q admits a finite generating set. In other words, there are finitely many Y1, . . . , Yn P yi˚B
such that2 every element of i˚B is a C8c pUq-linear combination of the Yj ’s.
1.2 Motivating examples
This notion of singular subalgebroid is motivated by the following two special cases (whose intersec-
tion are exactly the regular foliations).
Example 1.2 (Singular foliations). Recall from [1] that a singular foliation on a manifoldM is an
involutive, locally finitely generated submodule of the C8pMq-module of vector fields with compact
support XcpMq. The singular subalgebroids of A “ TM are exactly the singular foliations on M .
Example 1.3 (Wide Lie subalgebroids). Recall from [15, Def. 3.3.21] that a wide Lie subalge-
broid of A is a vector subbundle B ÑM , whose sections are closed with respect to the Lie bracket.
In this case, ΓcpBq is a singular subalgebroid.
Ex. 1.3 belongs to the larger class of singular subalgebroids arising from Lie groupoid morphism,
which we introduce in §1.3.1. In this paper we will focus mainly on these 3 classes, which at present
are the only ones for which we are able to describe in an explicit way the holonomy groupoid.
2Explicitly, yi˚B “ tY P ΓpA|U q : fY P i˚B for all f P C8c pUqu.
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1.3 Further examples
Let us now display four geometric contexts in which singular subalgebroids arise. Both §1.3.1 and
§1.3.3 contain as a special case wide Lie subalgebroids (Example 1.3 above).
1.3.1 Arising from Lie algebroid morphisms
Let ψ : E Ñ A be a morphism of Lie algebroids covering the identity on the base manifolds. Then
the image of the induced map of compactly supported sections,
B :“ ψpΓcpEqq,
is a singular subalgebroid of A. We say that B arises from the Lie algebroid morphism ψ.
(The above can be vastly generalized, replacing ΓcpEq by any singular subalgebroid of E, and by
allowing ψ to cover a diffeomorphism of the base or even a surjective submersion (see Lemma D.1).)
Remark 1.4. Given two Lie algebroids A1 ÑM1 and A2 ÑM2, there is a notion of comorphism3
from A1 to A2 (see [15, Def. 4.3.16]). It induces a linear map ΓpA2q Ñ ΓpA1q. The C8c pM1q-module
generated by its image is a singular subalgebroid of A1. Example 1.9 below is of this kind, since a
Poisson map between Poisson manifolds M1 ÑM2 induces a comorphism from T ˚M1 to T ˚M2.
Examples 1.5. a) A singular subalgebroid B of A is called projective if there exists a vector
bundle B over M such that ΓcpBq – B as C8pMq-modules. In that case, there is [4] a Lie
algebroid structure on B and almost injective Lie algebroid morphism τ : B Ñ A inducing
the isomorphism ΓcpBq – B, and these data are unique. In particular, B arises from the Lie
algebroid morphism τ .
A special case occurs when B is the space of compactly supported sections of a wide Lie
subalgebroid B of A. In that case τ : B Ñ A is the inclusion.
b) Given any Lie algebroid A, the anchor map ρ : AÑ TM is a Lie algebroid morphism. In this
case B :“ ρpΓcpAqq is the singular foliation underlying A. Further, any Lie algebroid morphism
(covering the identity) giving rise to B must be the anchor map of a Lie algebroid.
3That is, a pair pΦ, fq where f : M1 Ñ M2 is any differentiable map and Φ: f !A2 Ñ A1 is a vector bundle map
over IdM1 , where f
!A2 denotes the pullback of the vector bundle A2 via f , such that the induced map of sections
ΓpA2q Ñ ΓpA1q preserves the Lie bracket and the anchor maps satisfy f˚ ˝ ρA1 ˝ Φ “ ρA2 .
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c) Let A be a Lie algebroid. A Nijenhuis operator is an endomorphism of vector bundles N : AÑ
A over IdM , whose Nijenhuis torsion TN pX,Y q :“ rNX,NY s ´ N rX,Y sN vanishes. Here
rX,Y sN :“ rNX,Y s ` rX,NY s ´N rX,Y s. In this case N is a Lie algebroid morphism from
pA, r¨, ¨sN q to pA, r¨, ¨sq, so B :“ NpΓcpAqq is a singular subalgebroid of the original Lie algebroid
pA, r¨, ¨sq.
For later use we make the following definition.
Definition 1.6. Let B be a singular subalgebroid of an integrable Lie algebroid A over M . We say
that B arises from a Lie groupoid morphism (covering the identity) if there is a Lie groupoid
morphism Ψ: K Ñ G over IdM , where G is any Lie groupoid integrating A, such that
B “ Ψ˚pΓcpLiepKqqq.
Examples include compactly supported sections of wide Lie subalgebroids of A, for the latter
are integrable. Clearly Def. 1.6 implies that B arises from a Lie algebroid morphism, namely
Ψ˚ : LiepKq Ñ A. Conversely, if singular subalgebroid arises from a Lie algebroid morphism
ψ : E Ñ A with E an integrable Lie algebroid, then this singular subalgebroid arises from a Lie
groupoid morphism (namely, the Lie groupoid morphism Ψ: K Ñ G integrating ψ, where K is the
source simply connected Lie groupoid integrating E).
1.3.2 Globally finitely generated singular subalgebroids
Let α1, . . . ,αn P ΓpAq satisfying the following involutivity condition: For every 1 ď i, j ď n there
exist smooth functions f1ij , . . . , f
n
ij P C8pMq such that rαi,αjs “
nÿ
k“1
fkijαk. Then the C
8pMq-
submodule of ΓpAq
B :“ C8c pMqα1 ` . . .` C8c pMqαn
is a singular subalgebroid.
Examples 1.7. a) Given a single section α P ΓpAq, the C8pMq-module B “ C8c pMqα is a
singular subalgebroid.
b) Let g be a Lie algebra and ϕ : g Ñ ΓpAq a Lie algebra morphism. Defining B as the C8c pMq-
span of tϕpvq : v P gu we obtain a singular subalgebroid of the kind above. As α1, . . . ,αn we
can take the image of a basis of g; notice that in this case the functions fkij are constant. This
example also falls4 into the class considered in §1.3.1.
A concrete example is the following. Let pM,ωq be a symplectic manifold, g a Lie algebra,
and J : M Ñ g˚ the moment map for some hamiltonian action on M . Then the comoment
map (pullback of functions) J˚ : gÑ C8pMq delivers a Lie algebra morphism into the central
extension of TM by the trivial vector bundle M ˆ R twisted by ω5:
gÑ ΓpTM ‘ω pM ˆ Rqq, v ÞÑ pXJ˚v, J˚vq
where XJ˚v is the Hamiltonian vector field of J˚v P C8pMq. When ω is an integral 2-form,
TM ‘ω pM ˆ Rq is the Atiyah algebroid of a circle bundle prequantizing pM,ωq.
4Indeed B is the image of the Lie algebroid morphism gˆM Ñ A, pv, xq ÞÑ pϕpvqq|x over IdM , where gˆM is the
transformation Lie algebroid of the infinitesimal action gÑ XpMq, v ÞÑ ρpϕpvqq induced by ϕ and the anchor of A.
5Recall that TM‘ω pMˆRq is a Lie algebroid with the bracket rX‘V, Y ‘W s “ rX,Y s‘tXpW q´Y pV q´ωpX,Y qu.
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1.3.3 From Lie subalgebroids supported on submanifolds
Recall that a Lie subalgebroid of A over a closed embedded submanifold6 N of M (see [15, Def.
4.3.14]) is a subbundle B Ñ N , such that:
i) ρpBq Ă TN ,
ii) Γ˜pBq :“ tα P ΓpAq : α|N Ă Bu is involutive,
iii) rΓ˜pBq, Γ˜p0N qs Ă Γ˜p0N q, where Γ˜p0N q :“ tα P ΓpAq : α|N “ 0u.
If B is a Lie subalgebroid of A over a closed embedded submanifold N , then
B :“ tα P ΓcpAq : α|N Ă Bu
is a singular subalgebroid of A.
Let us describe B near a point p of N . Choose coordinates txiu around p adapted to N , i.e. txiuiąn
vanish on N and txiuiďn, once restricted to N , provide coordinates there (here n “ dimpNq). Let
tαju be a frame of compactly supported sections of A adapted to B, i.e. tαj |Nujďb Ă B where
b “ rankpBq. Then B, locally near p, is generated by
tαjujďb Y txi ¨αjuiąn,jąb,
while on open sets disjoint from N , B is just given by restrictions of compactly supported sections
of A. When N has codimension one in M , B is projective (see Def. 1.5). If codimpNq ě 2 and
B ‰ A|N , then B is not projective, because the number of generators above is strictly larger than
rankpAq.
Examples 1.8. a) Let A “ TM . Let B be the zero vector subbundle over N . Then B consists
of the vector fields on M which vanish at points of N .
b) WhenN has codimension one inM , as mentioned above, B is a projective singular subalgebroid,
i.e. it consists of compactly supported sections of an honest Lie algebroid over M , which
Gualtieri and Li [12, Def. 2.11] call elementary modification of A along B and denote by
rA : Bs. We remark that they construct an integration of rA : Bs applying a blow-up procedure
to a Lie groupoid integrating A (assuming that A is integrable) [12, Thm. 2.9, Cor. 2.10].
In particular, when A “ TM and B “ TN , the Lie algebroid rTM : TN s is called the log
tangent bundle associated to N , and B is the projective singular foliation consisting of vector
fields on M tangent to N .
1.3.4 From Poisson geometry
For the cotangent Lie algebroid of a Poisson manifold, certain singular subalgebroids can be con-
structed out of functions. Let pM,piq be a Poisson manifold, and consider the Poisson algebra
pC8pMq, ¨, t¨, ¨uq. Let S be a Poisson subalgebra of C8pMq, which is locally finitely generated as a
multiplicative algebra. Then
B :“ SpanC8c pMqtdf : f P Su
6 A Lie subalgebroid of A over an immersion ι : N Ñ M can be defined as well: It is a vector bundle B Ñ N
together with a vector bundle morphism j : B Ñ A over ι : N ÑM such that: i) ρpjpBqq Ă ι˚pTNq, ii) Γ˜pBq :“ tα P
ΓpAq : α|ιpNq Ă jpBqu is involutive, iii) rΓ˜pBq, Γ˜p0N qs Ă Γ˜p0N q.
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is a singular subalgebroid of the cotangent Lie algebroid T ˚M . To see that B is locally finitely
generated as a C8pMq-module one just uses the product rule, and to see that B is involutive, use
the Leibniz rule for the Poisson bracket and the fact that rdf, dgs “ dtf, gu.
Examples 1.9. a) Let φ : M Ñ P a Poisson map between Poisson manifolds, and SP a Poisson
subalgebra of C8pP q which is locally finitely generated as a multiplicative algebra. Then the
same holds for S :“ φ˚pSP q Ă C8pMq.
b) A special case of the above is given by Poisson maps M Ñ g˚ to the dual of a Lie algebra,
and choosing Sg˚ to consist of polynomial functions on g˚. Notice that in this case B is of the
kind7 described in Ex. 1.7 b).
c) Let f P C8pMq. Then xdfy is a singular subalgebroid of T ˚M . (This can be seen as a special
case of §1.3.2, or of the above taking the one dimensional Lie subalgebra of C8pMq spanned
by f .) For instance, take M “ R2 with the standard “symplectic” structure pi “ Bx ^ By,
and let fpx, yq “ xy. Then B is given by all C8c pR2q-multiples of dpxyq. The anchor map
Π: T ˚R2 Ñ TR2 of the cotangent Lie algebroid is just contraction with pi. The singular
foliation ΠpBq of R2 induced by B is interesting: its leaves agree with the connected components
of the f -fibers, except on the preimage of 0: f´1p0q is the union of the axes, and it consists of
5 leaves, namely the 4 open half-axes and the origin.
1.4 Singular subalgebroids and right-invariant vector fields
Let B be a singular subalgebroid of a Lie algebroid A over M with anchor ρ. B induces a singular
foliation on M , whose leaves are contained in the orbits of the Lie algebroid A, namely
FB :“ tρpαq : α P Bu. (1.1)
In this subsection we are concerned with another singular foliation associated to B, which will be very
important to carry out our constructions. Assume A is integrable and fix a Lie groupoid GÝÑÝ M
integrating A. We denote the source and target maps of G by s, t : G Ñ M and identify the Lie
algebroids kerpdsq |M and A.
Given a section α P B Ă ΓcpM, kerpdsq|M q, put Ñα the right-invariant vector field on G which
extends α. Recall that
Ñ
α is an element of ΓpG, kerpdsqq Ă XpGq, and it is given by the formula
Ñ
αg “ pRgq˚αtpgq, for all g P G. We will consider the singular foliation
ÝÑB :“ SpanC8c pGqt
Ñ
α | α P Bu. (1.2)
Likewise, we denote by
Ð
B the C8c pGq-module generated by the left-invariant vector fields Ðα for all
α P B. All the statements made in this subsection for ÝÑB hold in a similar way for ÐÝB too.
Notice that supportpÝÑα q “ t´1psupportpαqq, hence ÝÑα is not necessarily compactly supported. How-
ever, we have:
Lemma 1.10. For every section α P B the vector field ÝÑα P ÝÑB is complete.
Proof. Identifying the anchor map ρ : A Ñ TM with dt|M : kerpdsq |MÑ TM , we get that ÝÑα is
t-related with the vector field ρpαq, which has the same support as α, whence it is complete. It
follows from [15, Thm. 3.6.4] that ÝÑα is complete as well.
7Indeed, gÑ ΓpT˚Mq, v ÞÑ dpφ˚pvqq is a Lie algebra morphism.
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We now relate local generators of B with local generators of ÝÑB . Given x P M , let IMx denote the
ideal of functions on M vanishing at x, and IGx the ideal of functions on G vanishing at x.
Remark 1.11. Let α1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,αn P B. These elements are generators of B in a neighborhood of x iff
their images rα1s, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rαns in B{IMx B are a spanning set of this vector space. This is proved exactly
as in the case of singular foliations [1, Prop. 1.5 a)]. If the latter form a basis of B{IMx B, we say that
α1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,αn is a minimal set of local generators.
Lemma 1.12. Let α1, . . . ,αn be a finite subset of B. Then rα1s, . . . , rαns is a basis of B{IMx B iff
rÑα1s, . . . , r Ñαns is a basis8 of ÝÑB {IGx ÝÑB .
Proof. “ñ” We first show that the rÑαis are linearly independent. Let c1, . . . , cn P R with
ÿ
ci
Ñ
αi P
IGx
ÝÑB . Restricting from G to M we obtain
ÿ
ciαi P IMx B, therefore all coefficients ci are zero. We
now show that the rÑαis are a spanning set of ÝÑB {IGx ÝÑB . The αi generate the C8pMq-module B in
a neighborhood of x (see Remark 1.11), and hence the
Ñ
αi generate the C8pGq-module ÝÑB near x.
Given any X P ÝÑB , there are fi P C8c pGq such that X “
ÿ
fi
ÝÑαi “
ÿ
fipxqÝÑαi `
ÿ
pfi ´ fipxqqÝÑαi,
and since fi ´ fipxq P IGx we obtain rXs “
ÿ
fipxqrÝÑαis.
“ð” The rαis are linearly independent: if
ÿ
ciαi P IMx B then
ÿ
ci
Ñ
αi P t˚pIMx qÝÑB Ă IGx ÝÑB , showing
that the ci all vanish. To show that the rαis are a spanning set of B{IMx B, notice that by assumption
any element of ÝÑB can be written as
ÿ
ci
ÝÑαi (for suitable ci P Rq plus an element of IGx ÝÑB . We pick
α P B and write ÝÑα in the above form. Restricting toM we see that α equals
ÿ
ciαi plus an element
of IMx B, i.e. rαs “
ÿ
cirαis.
2 Bisubmersions for singular subalgebroids
In this whole section we fix an integrable Lie algebroid A Ñ M and a singular subalgebroid B.
Further, we fix a Lie groupoid G integrating A.
Recall from [1] that the key ingredient for the construction of the holonomy groupoid of a singular
foliation is the notion of bisubmersion. Here, in order to carry out the construction in the case of
singular subalgebroids, we reformulate the notion of bisubmersion in §2.2. We then present examples,
including path holonomy bisubmersions. The latter, upon applying the operations we outline in §2.5,
will be used to construct the holonomy groupoid in the next Section. Our §2.4 and §2.5 follow closely
[1].
2.1 Pullbacks of singular foliations
We collect background material on pullbacks and generating sets for singular foliations (see §1.2).
Definition 2.1. Let ϕ : U Ñ V a smooth map between smooth manifolds.
a) Let X P XpUq and Y P XpV q. We say that X is ϕ-related to Y iff ϕ˚pXppqq “ Y pϕppqq for
all p P U .
8Actually the
Ñ
αi do not lie in
ÝÑB but rather in the global hull xÝÑB , see §1.1. This does not pose any problems since
the inclusion of ÝÑB in xÝÑB induces an isomorphism ÝÑB {IGx ÝÑB –xÝÑB {IGx xÝÑB .
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b) Let F be a C8pV q-submodule of XcpV q. Define, as in [1] (see also [6, §1.1])
ϕ´1pFq :“ tX P XcpUq : dϕpXq “
ÿ
i
fipYi ˝ ϕq for finitely many fi P C8c pUq and Yi P Fu.
Here dϕ : TU Ñ ϕ˚pTV q is a vector bundle map covering IdU , where ϕ˚pTV q denotes the
pullback vector bundle. Notice that ϕ´1pFq is a C8pUq-submodule of XcpUq. It is a foliation,
called pullback foliation, whenever F is a foliation and ϕ is transverse to F [1].
Now let ϕ : U Ñ V a smooth map and F be a C8pV q-submodule of XcpV q. Fix a generating set G
of F , as defined in §1.1. We display two technical lemmas, which are not completely obvious due to
the fact that neither of G or F are included in the other.
Lemma 2.2. The following conditions are equivalent:
• for every Y P F there is a Z P XpUq which is ϕ-related to Y .
• for every Y P G there is a Z P XpUq which is ϕ-related to Y .
Proof. We only show that the first condition implies the second (the converse is similar). Take a
partition of unity tψau on V by functions with compact support. Given Y P G, by assumption there is
Za P XpUq that is ϕ-related to ψaY P F . Since the partition of unity is locally finite, one can arrange
that the sum
ÿ
a
Za is locally finite, and the resulting vector field is ϕ-related to
ÿ
a
ψaY “ Y .
Under certain conditions, ϕ´1pFq has a distinguished generating set.
Lemma 2.3. Assume that any of the equivalent conditions in Lemma 2.2 is satisfied. (This happens
for instance when ϕ is a submersion). Then
ϕ´1pFq “SpanC8c pUqtZ P XpUq: Z is ϕ-related to an element of Fu
“SpanC8c pUqtZ P XpUq: Z is ϕ-related to an element of G or to 0u.
Proof. In the first equality, the inclusion “Ą” is easily checked to hold even when the assumption
is not satisfied. For “Ă”, take X P XcpUq such that dϕpXq “
ÿ
i
fipYi ˝ ϕq where the sum is
finite, fi P C8c pUq and Yi P F . By the assumption, there exist Zi P XpUq that is ϕ-related to Yi,
i.e. dϕpZiq “ Yi ˝ ϕ. Hence we can write
dϕpXq “
ÿ
i
fidϕpZiq “ dϕp
ÿ
i
fiZiq.
This means that X “
ÿ
i
fiZi `Z where Z P XcpUq is ϕ-related to the zero vector field on V , which
is an element of F .
For the second equality, to prove “Ą”, take Z P XpUq which is ϕ-related to Y P G and f P C8c pUq.
We can choose a function ψ P C8c pV q with is one on ϕpSupppfqq. We then have fZ “ fϕ˚pψqZ,
and clearly ϕ˚pψqZ is ϕ-related to ψY P F . To show “Ă”, take X P XpUq which is ϕ-related
to an element of F , i.e. to some
ÿ
i
giYi where gi P C8c pUq and Yi P G. By assumption there is
Xi P XpUq that is ϕ-related to Yi, hence
ÿ
i
ϕ˚pgiqXi is also related to
ÿ
i
giYi. Fix f P C8c pUq. Then
fX “ f
ÿ
i
ϕ˚pgiqXi ` Z where Z P XcpUq is ϕ-related to the zero vector field on V .
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2.2 Definition of bisubmersion
Let A be an integrable Lie algebroid and G a Lie groupoid integrating A. Let B be a singular
subalgebroid of A.
Definition 2.4. A bisubmersion for B is a smooth map ϕ : U Ñ G, where U is a manifold, such
that
i) sU :“ s ˝ ϕ and tU :“ t ˝ ϕ : U ÑM are submersions,
ii) for every α P B, there is Z P XpUq which is ϕ-related to ÝÑα and W P XpUq which is ϕ-related toÐÝα ,
iii) ϕ´1pÝÑB q “ ΓcpU, ker dsU q and ϕ´1pÐÝB q “ ΓcpU, ker dtU q.
Notation 2.5. We denote a bisubmersion of B by pU,ϕ,Gq. One can bear in mind the following
diagram:
U
ϕ

G
s
  
t
~~
M M
Remark 2.6. In Def. 2.4 the map ϕ is not required to be transverse to ÝÑB , and the conditions in
Def. 2.4 do not imply transversality in general (see the examples in §2.3.2 with K there being the
trivial groupoid).
The rest of this subsection is devoted to explanations about conditions ii) and iii).
Remark 2.7. The first part condition ii) in Def. 2.4 is expressed in terms of the generating set
tÑα | α P Bu of the singular foliation ÝÑB . Using Lemma 2.2 it can be rephrased saying that any
element of ÝÑB can be lifted to U . Notice that any lift will lie in ker dsU , since right-invariant vector
fields on G lie in ker ds. An analogue statement holds for the second part of condition ii).
We now phrase the first part of condition iii) in Definition 2.4 more explicitly. We have
ϕ´1pÝÑB q “ SpanC8c pUqtZ P XpUq : Z is ϕ-related to
Ñ
α for some α P Bu (2.1)
“ SpanC8c pUqΓpU, ker dsU qproj,B,
where the first equation holds by Lemma 2.3 (which can be applied due to condition ii)), and in the
second equation we used that ÝÑB lies in the kernel of ds. Here,
ΓpU, ker dsU qproj,B :“ tZ P ΓpU, ker dsU q : Z is ϕ-related to Ñα for some α P Bu.
Lemma 2.8. Given any map ϕ : U Ñ G, the following statements are equivalent:
a) ϕ´1pÝÑB q “ ΓcpU, ker dsU q
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b) ΓpU, ker dsU qproj,B generates ΓcpU, ker dsU q as a C8c pUq-module
c) ΓpU, ker dsU qproj,B spans kerpdsU qu at every u P U .
Proof. Using eq. (2.1) it is clear that a) and b) are equivalent.
Clearly b) implies c). For the converse, we first make an observation. By c), for any u P U , we
can take a basis of kerpdsU qu and extend it to α1, . . . ,αn P ΓpU, ker dsU qproj,B. These vector fields
are linearly independent on a small open neighborhood U 1 of u. Therefore can write any section of
ker dsU with support in U 1 as a C8c pU 1q-linear combination of the αi.
Now fix X P ΓcpU, ker dsU q. The support of X, being compact, can be covered by finitely many
open neighborhoods as above. Extend this cover to a open cover tU 1iu of U , and choose a partition
of unity tgiu Ă C8c pUq subordinate to it. Then X “
ÿ
i
gipX|U 1iq is a finite sum. The summands are
sections of ker dsU with support in U 1i . Applying the above observation to each summand, we see
that X is written as a finite C8c pUq-linear combination of elements of ΓpU, ker dsU qproj,B.
We mention another characterization of Def. 2.4:
Remark 2.9. The first parts of conditions ii) and iii) in Definition 2.4 are equivalent to the following:
the map of C8pUq-modules
dϕ : ΓcpU ; ker dsU q Ñ ϕ˚pÝÑB q
is well-defined and surjective. Here ϕ˚pÝÑB q is the C8pUq-submodule of XcpUq generated by fpξ ˝ ϕq
with f P C8c pUq and ξ P ÝÑB .
Indeed, the first part of condition iii) is equivalent to ϕ´1pÝÑB q Ą ΓcpU, ker dsU q (the other inclusion
is obvious since ÝÑB lies in the kernel of ds), and therefore is equivalent to the fact that the above
map is well-defined. The first part of condition ii), by Remark 2.7, says that this map is onto.
2.3 Examples
We exhibit examples of bisubmersions for singular foliations and wide Lie subalgebroids (the two
motivating examples displayed in §1.2), and generalizing the latter, for the examples treated in §1.3.1.
2.3.1 Bisubmersions of singular foliations
In [1, definition 2.1] a bisubmersion for a singular foliation pM,Fq is defined as a triple
pU, tU , sU q consisting of a manifold U with two submersions tU and sU to M , such that
t´1U pFq “ ΓcpU, ker dtU q ` ΓcpU, ker dsU q “ s´1U pFq. (2.2)
On the other hand, singular foliations are special cases of singular subalgebroids; namely, they are the
singular subalgebroids of TM . We show that the two notions of bisubmersion for singular foliations
essentially agree, since there is a canonical bijective correspondence between them.
Proposition 2.10. Let pM,Fq be a singular foliation, U a manifold, and tU : U ÑM and sU : U Ñ
M submersions. The following are equivalent:
1) pU, tU , sU q is a bisubmersion for the singular foliation F (in the sense of [1, definition 2.1]);
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2) the map ptU , sU q : U ÑMˆM is a bisubmersion (in the sense of definition 2.4), where MˆM
is endowed with the pair groupoid structure.
We give the following lemma without proof.
Lemma 2.11. Let tU : U Ñ M and sU : U Ñ M be smooth maps. If Z P XpUq and X,Y P XpMq,
then Z is ptU , sU q-related to ÝÑX `ÐÝY iff it is tU -related to X and sU -related to Y .
Proof of proposition 2.10. 1q ñ 2q: Property i) in definition 2.4 is obviously satisfied. For property
ii) we argue as follows. Every X P F can be tU -lifted to Z P Γpker dsU q, by the proof of [1,
Prop. 2.10 b)]. Such a Z is ptU , sU q-related to ÝÑX by Lemma 2.11. Further, X can be sU -lifted to
W P Γpker dtU q, by the same argument in the proof of [1, Prop. 2.10 b)](interchanging the roles of
source and target), and such a W is ptU , sU q-related to ÐÝX .
We show property iii), that is, ptU , sU q´1pÝÑF q “ ΓcpU, ker dsU q. We do so using Lemma 2.8 b). Let
Z P ΓcpU, ker dsU q. By the first equality in eq. (2.2), we have Z “
ÿ
i
giZi where gi P C8c pUq and
Zi P XpUq is tU -projectable to an element of F . We can write each Zi as the sum of a vector field
in Γpker dtU q and one in Γpker dsU q – which we denote by the respective subscrips –. To see this, we
have to apply with some care the first equality in eq. (2.2): choose a partition of unity tψau with
compact support on U . Then ψaZi equals an element of Γcpker dtU q plus an element of Γcpker dsU q,
and we may assume9 that their support is contained in a small enough neighborhood of Supppψaq.
Hence Zi “
ÿ
a
ψaZi equals a locally finite sum of elements of Γcpker dtU q plus a locally finite sum
of elements of Γcpker dtU q. Altogether we obtain
Z “ Z 1 `
ÿ
i
gipZiqker dsU , where Z 1 :“
ÿ
i
gipZiqker dtU .
Notice that Z 1 lies in ΓcpU, ker dsU q (being the difference of two vector fields with this property),
hence it is ptU , sU q-related to the zero vector field. Similarly, each pZiqkerdsU is tU -projectable to an
element of F (being the difference Zi ´ pZiqkerdtU of two vector fields with this property), hence by
Lemma 2.11 it is ptU , sU q-related to an element of t
Ñ
X : X P Fu. In conclusion, Z is a C8c pUq-linear
combination of vector fields which are ptU , sU q-related to elements of t
Ñ
X : X P Fu, proving that the
condition in Lemma 2.8 b) holds. Lemma 2.8 b). The second equality in item iii) of definition 2.4
follows in an analogous way.
2q ñ 1q: tU and sU are submersions by item i) of definition 2.4. Hence we just need to show eq.
(2.2). By Lemma 2.11 and item iii) of definition 2.4 we have
t´1U pFq X s´1U pFq Ą ptU , sU q´1pÝÑF q ` ptU , sU q´1pÐÝF q “ ΓcpU, ker dsU q ` ΓcpU, ker dtU q.
We show t´1U pFq Ă ΓcpU, ker dsU q ` ΓcpU, ker dtU q (the argument for s´1U pFq is analogous). Let
Z P XpUq be tU -related to some X P F . By condition ii), there is a vector field W on U which
is ptU , sU q-related to ÝÑX , i.e.W lies in Γpker dsU q and is tU -related to X. We conclude by writing
Z “ pZ ´W q `W , with Z ´W P Γpker dtU q.
Further, a bisubmersion for any singular subalgebroid B gives rise to a bisubmersion for FB, the
induced singular foliation defined in eq. (1.1). We have:
9By multiplying them with a suitable function with value 1 on Supppψaq.
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Lemma 2.12. Let pU,ϕ,Gq a bisubmersion of B. Then pU, tU , sU q is a bisubmersion of the singular
foliation FB (in the sense of [1]).
Proof. Since tU and sU are submersions, we just have to show that
t´1U pFBq “ ΓcpU, ker dtU q ` ΓcpU, ker dsU q
and similarly for s´1U pFBq. We start proving the above equality.
“Ą” By item iii) of definition 2.4 and by Lemma 2.8 b), ΓcpU, ker dtU q ` ΓcpU, ker dsU q is generated
by elements which are ϕ-related to elements of tÑα : α P Bu ` tÐα : α P Bu. The latter are t-related
to elements of FB. As t ˝ ϕ “ tU , the above generators are tU -related to elements of FB.
“Ă” Let Z P XpUq be tU -related to some X P FB. There exists α P B with ρpαq “ X. Since under
the identification A – kerpdsq|M the anchor ρ is identified with dt|M , we see that ÝÑα is t-related to
X. By item ii) of definition 2.4, there is W P XpUq which is ϕ-related to ÝÑα . Hence W is also related
to X under the map tU “ t ˝ ϕ. Notice that W P ΓpU, ker dsU q, and further Z ´W P ΓpU, ker dtU q.
Writing Z “W ` pZ ´W q we conclude the proof of the inclusion.
To show the above equality for s´1U in place of t
´1
U we proceed as follows: consider the above equality
for the inverse bisubmersion pU, ϕ¯,Gq (see definition 2.24), and use t¯U “ sU , sU “ t¯U .
2.3.2 Lie groupoid morphisms as bisubmersions
If a singular subalgebroid arises from a Lie groupoid morphism (see Def. 1.6, this includes wide Lie
subalgebroids), then that morphism is automatically a bisubmersion:
Proposition 2.13. Let ϕ : K Ñ G be a morphism of Lie groupoids covering the identity on M .
Denote by B :“ ϕ˚pΓcpLiepKqqq the singular subalgebroid of LiepGq it gives rise to. Then ϕ : K Ñ G
is a bisubmersion for B.
Proof. We check the properties of definition 2.4:
i) is satisfied since K is a Lie groupoid over M .
ii) is an immediate consequence of the Claim below, since any element of B is of the form ϕ˚X for
some X P B.
iii) for all X P ΓcpLiepKqq, the claim below implies that ÝÑX lies in ΓpK, ker dsKqproj,B. Such ÝÑX
span ker dsK at every point of K, so we can conclude using Lemma 2.8 c). The same argument
applies to ÐÝX .
Claim: Denote E :“ LiepKq and A :“ LiepGq. Let X P ΓcpEq, and denote αX :“ ϕ˚X P ΓpAq.
Then ÝÑX is ϕ-related to ÝÑαX . Similarly, ÐÝX is ϕ-related to ÐÝαX .
Consider ÝÑX , the right-invariant vector field on K which restricts to X along M . Let k P K. We
have
ϕ˚pÝÑX kq “ ϕ˚ pRKk q˚
`
Xtpkq
˘ “ pRGϕpkqq˚ϕ˚ `Xtpkq˘ “ pRGϕpkqq˚ `pαXqtpkq˘ “ ÝÝÝÑpαXqϕpkq,
showing that ÝÑX is ϕ-related to ÝÑαX . Here we denote RG the right-translation by in G, and likewise
RK the right-translation in K. In the second equality we used that ϕ is a groupoid morphism.
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Now considerÐÝX . We haveÐÝX “ ´iK˚ ÝÑX , where iK is the inversion map of the Lie groupoid K. Hence
ϕ˚pÝÑX q “ ´ϕ˚iK˚ pÝÑX q “ ´iG˚ ϕ˚pÝÑX q “ ´iG˚ pÝÑαXq “ ÐÝαX ,
where in the second equality we used that ϕ is a groupoid morphism, and in the third that ÝÑX is
ϕ-related to ÝÑαX .
We spell out Prop. 2.13 in the case of a wide Lie subalgebroid:
Corollary 2.14. Let A be an integrable Lie algebroid and B a wide Lie subalgebroid of A. Let
ϕ : K Ñ G be a morphism10 of Lie groupoids which integrates the inclusion ι : B ãÑ A.
Then ϕ : K Ñ G is a bisubmersion for the singular subalgebroid B “ ΓcpBq.
Example 2.15. For B “ ΓcpAq we obtain that id : GÑ G is a bisubmersion.
2.4 Path-holonomy bisubmersions
We give an explicit construction of bisubmersions starting from local generators of B. Recall from
Lemma 1.10 that if α P B, the vector field ÝÑα is complete, We denote by expyÝÑα its time-1 flow
applied to the point y PM .
Definition 2.16. a) Let x P M and α1, . . . ,αn P B such that rα1s, . . . , rαns span B{IxB. The
associated path holonomy bisubmersion is the map
ϕ : U Ñ G, pλ, yq ÞÑ expy
ÿ
λi
Ñ
αi,
where U is a neighborhood of p0, xq in RnˆM such that t ˝ϕ is11 a submersion, and we write
λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq P Rn.
b) We say that pU,ϕ,Gq is minimal (at x) if rα1s, . . . , rαns is a basis of B{IxB.
Example 2.17. Consider the case when A “ TM , so that F :“ B is a singular foliation on M . Fix
x P M and let X1, . . . , Xn P F so that they induce a basis of F{IxF . We make two choices of Lie
groupoid G integrating the Lie algebroid TM .
a) As G let us choose the pair groupoidMˆM . Then the path holonomy bisubmersion we obtain
is
ϕ : U ÑM ˆM, py, λq ÞÑ pexpyp
ÿ
λiXiq, yq.
Notice that under the bijection given by Prop. 2.10, it corresponds to the path holonomy
bisubmersion pU, t, sq for the singular foliation F (induced by X1, . . . , Xn) as in [1].
b) Now as G we take the fundamental groupoid ΠpMq. Then the path holonomy bisubmersion
we obtain is rϕ : U Ñ ΠpMq, py, λq ÞÑ homotopy class of γpy,λq,
where γpy,λq is the path r0, 1s Q t ÞÑ expypt
ÿ
λiXiq, i.e. the integral curve of
ÿ
λiXi that
starts at y.
To see this, use the canonical Lie groupoid isomorphism M˜ ˆpi1pMq M˜ – ΠpMq, where M˜ is
the universal covering space of M , and take the unique lift of
ÿ
λiXi to a vector field on M˜ .
10The map ϕ is always a (not necessarily injective) immersion, and covers the identity on M .
11Such a neighborhood exists since ϕ is a submersion at p0, xq.
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Notice that the above two path holonomy bisubmersions are related by ϕ “ pi˝ rϕ, where pi : ΠpMq Ñ
MˆM is the morphism of Lie groupoids sending the homotopy class of a path γ inM to pγp0q, γp1qq.
We will elaborate on this example in §3.4.
Let us show now that the object defined in definition 2.16 is really a bisubmersion as in definition
2.4. To this aim recall that sU :“ s ˝ ϕ and tU :“ t ˝ ϕ : U ÑM .
Proposition 2.18. Let x P M , let α1, . . . ,αn P B such that rα1s, . . . , rαns span B{IxB, and let
pU,ϕ,Gq be as in definition 2.16. Then pU,ϕ,Gq is a bisubmersion.
Remark 2.19. Recall from §1.4 that there are two foliations associated to B. In the proof of propo-
sition 2.18 we will use the following links between pU,ϕ,Gq (as in definition 2.16) and bisubmersions
for these two foliations:
a) For the singular foliation FB on M :
pU, tU , sU q
is a bisubmersion for FB (in the sense of [1, definition 2.1]). Indeed, it is the “path-holonomy
bisubmersion” of FB constructed using the generators Xi “ ρpαiq of the foliation FB on M .
This is proven12 exactly as in [1, Prop. 2.10 a)], which holds since the Xi define a spanning
set of Fx :“ F{IxF (it does not matter that they do not define a basis in general).
b) For the singular foliation ÝÑB on G: a set of local generators of ÝÑB is ÝÑα1, . . . ,ÝÑαn, by Lemma
1.12. Let
pV, tV , sV q
be the path-holonomy bisubmersion (in the sense of [1]) associated to these generators near x.
Notice that, as M embeds in G as the identity section, we can view U Ă Rn ˆM as a subset
of V Ă Rn ˆG. Restricting the source and target map of V we see that sU “ sV |U : U Ñ M
(the vector bundle projection) and ϕ “ tV |U : U Ñ G.
Proof of proposition 2.18. We show that the three conditions listed in Definition 2.4 hold.
Condition i) holds since pU, tU , sU q is a bisubmersion for the foliation FB, by Remark 2.19 a).
In the rest of the proof we use the bisubmersion pV, tV , sV q for the foliation ÝÑB described in Remark
2.19 b). We show the first part of condition ii), i.e. , that for any α P B, there is a vector field on U
which is ϕ-related to ÝÑα . This holds because there exists Z˜ P ΓpV, ker dsV q which tV -projects to ÝÑα
(for example by [1, Prop. 2.10(b)], and therefore Z˜|U is tangent to U and ϕ-related to ÝÑα .
We show the first equation in condition iii). We do so using Lemma 2.8 b). Let Z P ΓcpU, ker dsU q,
and take an extension Z˜ P ΓcpV, ker dsV q to V . By proposition 2.10 ptV , sV q : V Ñ G ˆ G is a
bisubmersion for the singular subalgebroid ÝÑB . Applying Lemma 2.8 b) to it we see that Z˜ is a
C8c pV q-linear combination of vector fields which are ptV , sV q-related to elements of ÝÑB . In other
words, Z˜ “
ÿ
g˜iY˜i where g˜i P C8c pV q and the vector fields Yi lie in ΓpV, ker dsV q and are tV -related
to some element of ÝÑB . In particular, pY˜iq|U is tangent to U and, since ϕ “ tV |U , it is ϕ-related to
some element of ÝÑB . Hence Z “
ÿ
i
pg˜iq|U pY˜iq|U lies in ϕ´1pÝÑB q.
The second parts of conditions ii) and iii) in Definition 2.4 are proven analogously to the above.
12Once we establish proposition 2.18, an alternative proof is obtained applying lemma 2.12.
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The following Lemma allows to simplify some of the later constructions and proofs, see Rem. 2.26.
Lemma 2.20. Let α1, . . . ,αn P B and let pU,ϕ,Gq be a path holonomy bisubmersion as in Definition
2.16. There exists a diffeomorphism κ making the following diagram commute:
U
ϕ

κ // U
i˝ϕ
G
In particular, sU ˝ κ “ tU and tU ˝ κ “ sU .
Proof. Consider the map
κ : U Ñ U, κpλ, xq “ p´λ, tU pλ, xqq.
One computes easily that κ2 “ IdU , hence κ is a diffeomorphism13.
To check that the diagram commutes, we fix pλ, xq P U and compute
pi ˝ ϕ ˝ κqpλ, xq “ ipexptU pλ,xqp´
ÿ
λi
ÝÑαiqq.
By definition we have ϕpλ, xq “ expxp
ÿ
λi
ÝÑαiq. We need to show that these two points of G agree,
or equivalently that
exptU pλ,xqp´
ÿ
λi
ÝÑαiq ¨ expxp
ÿ
λi
ÝÑαiq “ 1x. (2.3)
Use the short form notation α :“
ÿ
λiαi. For all  P R define section of s by ψ : M Ñ G,ψpxq “
expxpÝÑα q. Its image defines a bisection, at least for  is small enough. The right invariance of ÝÑα
implies that the above family of bisections satisfies14 ψ ˚ ψσ “ ψ`σ. In particular we obtain
pψ´1 ˚ ψ1qpxq “ ψ0pxq “ x,
which is exactly eq. (2.3).
2.5 Operations involving bisubmersions
We explain how to handle bisubmersions algebraically. This will be used the construction of the
holonomy groupoid in §3. To this end, we fix a Lie groupoid G and a singular subalgebroid B of its
Lie algebroid.
Recall that, given a singular foliation F , in Prop. 2.18 we established a bijection between bisubmer-
sions for F in the sense of [1] and bisubmersions for F regarded as a singular subalgebroid (Def. 2.4).
All the operations we define in this subsection, in the special case of singular foliations, correspond
under the above bijection with the operations introduced in [1].
13The idea of considering κ comes from [1, Prop. 2.10 a)], where κ is shown to satisfy sU ˝ κ “ tU and tU ˝ κ “ sU .
14Recall from[15, Prop. 1.4.2, p.22] that the product of bisections is defined as pψ ˚ ψσqpyq “ ψptpψσpyqqq ¨ ψσpyq
for all y PM .
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2.5.1 Morphisms
Definition 2.21. Let pUi, ϕi, Gq, i “ 1, 2 be bisubmersions for B. A morphism of bisubmersions
is a map f : U1 Ñ U2 such that ϕ1 “ ϕ2 ˝ f .
U1
ϕ1   
f // U2
ϕ2~~
G
There is a simple way to construct new bisubmersions out of old ones, which we will use in the sequel.
Lemma 2.22. Let pV, ϕ,Gq be a bisubmersion for B. Let U be a manifold and p : U Ñ V be a
submersion. Then pU,ϕ ˝ p,Gq is a bisubmersion for B. Further, p is a morphism of bisubmersions.
U
p //
  
V
ϕ

G
Remark 2.23. If q : V Ñ U is a section of p (i.e. , p ˝ q “ IdV ), then q is also a morphism of
bisubmersions. Notice that such a global section might not exist, but local sections of p exist around
every point of the open subset ppUq of V .
Proof. We check that pU,ϕ ˝ p,Gq satisfies the conditions of definition 2.4. Since p is a submersion,
i) clearly holds, and ii) holds too as p allows to lift vector fields on V to vector fields on U . For iii),
by Lemma 2.8 c) that it suffices to show that
SU :“ tW P ΓpU, ker dsU q : W is pϕ ˝ pq-related to an element ÝÑα u
spans dusU at every u P U . By assumption,
SV :“ tZ P ΓpV, ker dsV q : Z is ϕ-related to an element ÝÑα u
spans dvsV at every v P V . Since ker dsU “ p´1˚ pker dsV q, taking all lifts (via p) of all elements of
SV we obtain a subset of SU which contains Γcpkerpp˚qq and spans dusU at every u P U . Finally, p
is a morphism of bisubmersions by construction.
2.5.2 Inverses
Definition 2.24. Let pU,ϕ,Gq be a bisubmersion for B. Its inverse is ϕ¯ :“i ˝ ϕ : U Ñ G, where
i : GÑ G, ipgq “ g´1. We denote it pU, ϕ¯,Gq.
Proposition 2.25. The inverse of a bisubmersion is a bisubmersion.
Proof. Given a bisubmersion pU,ϕ,Gq, first notice that s¯U :“ s˝ϕ¯ “ tU and likewise t¯U :“ t˝ϕ¯ “ sU
are submersions. For condition ii) of definition 2.4, let α P B. Since this condition holds for pU,ϕ,Gq,
there is Z P XpUq which is ϕ-related to ÝÑα . Hence Z is i ˝ ϕ-related to i˚ÝÑα “ ´ÐÝα , and therefore
´Z is ϕ¯-related to ÐÝα . Similarly, there is W P XpUq which is ϕ-related to ÐÝα , and ´W is ϕ¯-related
to ÝÑα .
For condition iii) of definition 2.4 notice that the inversion map i : GÑ G gives rise to an isomorphism
i˚ :
ÝÑB Ñ ÐÝB , whence ϕ¯´1pÝÑB q “ ϕ´1pÐÝB q and ϕ¯´1pÐÝB q “ ϕ´1pÝÑB q. We conclude because pU,ϕ,Gq
satisfies condition iii) of definition 2.4 and s¯U “ tU , t¯U “ sU .
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Remark 2.26. If U is a path holonomy bisubmersion, then its inverse bisubmersion is isomorphic
to U itself. This follows from Lemma 2.20.
2.5.3 Compositions
Definition 2.27. Let pUj , ϕj , Gq be bisubmersions for B, j “ 1, 2. Their composition is
m ˝ pϕ1, ϕ2q : U1 ˆsU1 ,tU2 U2 Ñ Gˆs,t GÑ G
where m is the groupoid multiplication on G and sU1 “ s ˝ ϕ1 and tU2 “ t ˝ ϕ2. We denote it
pU1 ˝ U2, ϕ1 ¨ ϕ2, Gq.
U1 ˆsU1 ,tU2 U2
pϕ1,ϕ2q

Gˆs,t G
m

G
s
&&
t
xx
M M
Notice that if the open subsets s1pU1q and t2pU2q of M are disjoint, then the composition U1 ˝U2 is
the empty set.
Proposition 2.28. The composition of two bisubmersions is a bisubmersion.
Proof. Consider two bisubmersions pUi, ϕi, Gq, i “ 1, 2. For condition i) of definition 2.4 consider
the two natural maps
t12, s12 : U1 ˝ U2 ÑM
given by t12 :“ t ˝ pϕ1 ¨ ϕ2q “ tU1 ˝ p1 and s12 :“ s ˝ pϕ1 ¨ ϕ2q “ sU2 ˝ p2, where pi : U1 ˝ U2 Ñ Ui
are the projections. They are both submersions because the pi are submersions and because tU1 and
sU2 are submersions.
For condition ii), let α P B and take a vector field Z1 P XpU1q which is ϕ1-related to ÝÑα (it exists
since condition ii) holds for the bisubmersions pU1, ϕ1, Gq). Notice that pÝÑα , 0q restricts to a vector
field on G ˆs,t G which is m-related to ÝÑα . Hence the vector field pZ1, 0q on U1 ˝ U2 is related by
ϕ1 ¨ ϕ2 “ m ˝ pϕ1, ϕ2q to ÝÑα . Similarly, taking W2 P XpU2q which is ϕ2-related to ÐÝα , we see that
p0,W2q is ϕ1 ¨ ϕ2-related to ÐÝα .
Now we prove that pU1 ˝ U2, ϕ1 ¨ ϕ2, Gq satisfies condition iii) of definition 2.4. For simplicity we’ll
show the first of the equalities appearing there, namely
pϕ1 ¨ ϕ2q´1pÝÑB q “ ΓcpU1 ˝ U2; ker ds12q
(the second is proven similarly). First notice that there are distinguished elements of ΓcpU1 ˝
U2; ker ds12q:
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(*) pW1, Z2q P XpU1 ˝ U2q such that W1 is ϕ1-related to i˚ÝÑα , and Z2 is ϕ2-related to ÝÑα , for some
α P B,
(**) pZ1, 0q such that Z1 is ϕ1-related to ÝÑα for some α P B.
Notice that both families p˚q and p˚˚q consist of vector fields which are ϕ1 ¨ϕ2-related to ÝÑα for some
α P B. Indeed, for any α P B, pi˚ÝÑα ,ÝÑα q is m-related to the zero vector field on G, and pÝÑα , 0q is
m-related to ÝÑα , where m is the multiplication. Hence Lemma 2.8 c), together with the following
claim, finishes the proof.
Claim: The union of the families of vector fields p˚q and p˚˚q, evaluated at any point pu1, u2q P U1˝U2,
span the kernel of ds12 at pu1, u2q.
Fix a vector in the kernel of ds12, that is, pX1, X2q P Tu1U1 ˆ Tu2U2 such that
dsU1pX1q “ dtU2pX2q and dsU2pX2q “ 0.
Since pϕ2q´1pÝÑB q “ Γcpker dsU2q, by Lemma 2.8 c) we can extend X2 to a vector field Z2 P XpU2q
which is ϕ2-related to ÝÑα for some α P B. Since U1 satisfies condition ii) in definition 2.4, there is
W1 P XpU1q which is ϕ1-related to i˚ÝÑα “ ´ÐÝα . Notice that pW1, Z2q belongs to the family of vector
fields p˚q.
Further, the map du1sU1 sends both X1 and pW1q|u1 to the same vector du2tU2pX2q. This means
that X1 ´ pW1q|u1 lies in ker du1sU1 , and therefore can be extended to a vector field Z1 lying in
ΓpU1, ker dsU1q. Since pϕ1q´1pÝÑB q “ ΓcpU1, ker dsU1q, by Lemma 2.8 c) we can choose Z1 so that it
is ϕ1-related to some
ÝÑ
α1 , i.e. so that pZ1, 0q belongs to the family of vector fields p˚˚q. Now
pX1, X2q “ ppW1q|u1 , X2q ` pX1 ´ pW1q|u1 , 0q “ ppW1, Z2q ` pZ1, 0qq |pu1,u2q,
proving the claim.
Example 2.29. Let B “ ΓcpAq, where A “ LiepGq. We saw in example 2.15 that pG, IdG, Gq is a
bisubmersion for B. From proposition 2.28 we deduce that pG ˆs,t G,m,Gq is also a bisubmersion
for B. The multiplication m : Gˆs,t GÑ G is a morphism of bisubmersions.
2.5.4 Bisections
Definition 2.30. Let pU,ϕ,Gq be a bisubmersion for B.
a) A bisection of pU,ϕ,Gq is a locally closed submanifold b of U such that the restrictions of
both sU and tU to b are diffeomorphisms from b onto open subsets of M .
b) Let u P U and c a bisection of the Lie groupoid G with ϕpuq P c. We say that c is carried by
pU,ϕ,Gq at u if there exists a bisection b of U such that u P b and ϕpbq is an open subset of
c.
Notice that if b is a bisection of pU,ϕ,Gq, then ϕpbq is a bisection of the Lie groupoid G, and further
ϕ|b : b Ñ ϕpbq is a diffeomorphism. This is best seen viewing bisections of pU,ϕ,Gq as images of
maps b which are sections of sU : U ÑM so that tU ˝ b is local diffeomorphism of M .
The existence of bisections at every u P U of a bisubmersion pU,ϕ,Gq is proven exactly like in [1,
Prop. 2.7]. Notice that the proof uses only the fact that tU , sU : U Ñ M are submersions. The
following proposition is given without proof.
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Proposition 2.31. Let pU,ϕ,Gq and pUi, ϕi, Gq, i “ 1, 2 be bisubmersions.
a) Let u P U and c a local bisection of G carried by pU,ϕ,Gq at u. Then c´1 is carried by the
inverse bisubmersion pU, ϕ¯,Gq at u.
b) Let ui P Ui, i “ 1, 2 be such that sU1pu1q “ tU2pu2q and let ci be local bisections of G carried by
pUi, ϕi, Gq at ui respectively, i “ 1, 2. Then c1 ¨ c2 is carried by the composition pU1 ˝ U2, ϕ1 ¨
ϕ2, Gq at pu1, u2q.
2.5.5 Modifying a bisubmersion by a bisection
Let pU, tU , sU q be a bisubmersion for a singular foliation pM,Fq (in the sense of [1], see §2.3.1), and
b a bisection of U . An easy but important fact is that the diffeomorphism carried by the bisection,
namely φ : M Ñ M, sU puq ÞÑ tU puq where u P b, is an automorphism15 of the singular foliation F ,
i.e. φ˚F “ F . This fact was used in [1, §2.3] to obtain a new bisubmersion for F out of pU, tU , sU q
and b.
We now derive an analog statement for bisubmersions of singular subalgebroids. This will be used
in the proof of Corollary 3.3 and in Lemma A.2.
Proposition 2.32. Let pU,ϕ,Gq be a bisubmersion for the singular subalgebroid B, and let b be a
bisection of U . Denote by c :“ ϕpbq the induced bisection of the Lie groupoid G, and by Lc : GÑ G
the left multiplication by c. Denote by c´1 the image of c under the inversion map. Then
a) pLcq˚ÝÑB “ ÝÑB .
b) pU,Lc´1 ˝ ϕ,Gq is also a bisubmersion for B.
Remark 2.33. Item a) above can be rephrased saying that the singular subalgebroid B is preserved
by the Lie algebroid automorphism of A “ kerps˚|M q induced by c. Recall that the conjugation
by the bisection c is a Lie groupoid automorphism of G, which differentiates to the Lie algebroid
automorphism A Ñ A, ax ÞÑ pRcpxq´1q˚pLcq˚paxq, where cpxq is the unique point of c with source
x. The fact that this Lie algebroid automorphism preserves B is an immediate consequence of Prop.
2.32 a), upon using the facts that vector fields of the form pLcq˚pÝÑα q are right-invariant and that the
right invariant vector fields in the global hull of ÝÑB are exactly the right-translates of elements of B.
Proof. a) We view the bisection b as a map b : M Ñ U which is a right-inverse to sU . In Prop.
B.1 we established that pU :“ U ˆsU ,t G, with the target and source maps indicated there, is a
bisubmersion (in the sense of [1]) for the singular foliation ÝÑB on G. From b we obtain a bisection ofpU , namely pb : GÑ U ˆsU ,t G, g ÞÑ pbptpgqq, gq.
By the text just before Prop. 2.32, the diffeomorphism tpU ˝ pb : G Ñ G carried by this bisection is
an automorphism of the singular foliation ÝÑB . This diffeomorphism reads g ÞÑ cptpgqq ¨ g, i.e. it is
exactly Lc.
15To see this, notice that ptU q|b is an isomorphism of foliated manifolds between the submanifold b – endowed with
the restriction of the pullback foliation t´1U pFq – and pM,Fq. The same holds for sU in place of tU , and the results
follows since t´1U pFq “ s´1U pFq.
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b) We check that the fact that pU,ϕ,Gq is a bisubmersion for B implies that pU,Lc´1 ˝ϕ,Gq satisfies
the three conditions in Def. 2.4. Condition i) holds because s ˝ Lc´1 “ s, and t ˝ Lc´1 “ φ ˝ t for
some diffeomorphism φ of M .
For ii), let α P B. By item a) (or more precisely Remark 2.33) we have pLcq˚ÝÑα “ ÝÑα1 for some
α1 P B. Hence any Z P XpUq which is ϕ-related to ÝÑα1 is also pLc´1 ˝ ϕq-related to ÝÑα . The second
part of condition ii) holds trivially since pLcq˚ÐÝα “ ÐÝα .
Finally, the first part of condition iii) holds because pLc´1 ˝ ϕq´1pÝÑB q “ ϕ´1pLcq˚pÝÑB q “ ϕ´1pÝÑB q,
where the last equation holds by item a). The second part of condition iii) holds similarly.
Remark 2.34. A variation of Prop. 2.32 b) is the following: under the same hypotheses of the
proposition, pU,Lc ˝ ϕ,Gq is also a bisubmersion for B. Indeed, since pLcq´1 “ Lc´1 , Prop. 2.32 a)
implies that pLc´1q˚ÝÑB “ ÝÑB , and the proof of Prop. 2.32 b) gives the claimed result.
3 The Holonomy Groupoid
In this whole section we fix an integrable Lie algebroid A Ñ M and a singular subalgebroid B.
Further, we fix a Lie groupoid G integrating A.
We give the construction of the holonomy groupoid associated with a singular subalgebroid B, relying
on the methods developed in [1]. In particular, our §3.1 and §3.2 follow closely [1]. A new feature is
that the holonomy groupoid depends on the choice of G; in §3.4 we describe this dependence.
3.1 Comparison of bisubmersions
We start with a technical result, needed in the proof of Proposition 3.2.
Lemma 3.1. Let pU,ϕ,Gq be a bisubmersion for the singular subalgebroid B, u P U , and α1, . . . ,αn P
B which induce a linearly independent set of vectors in B{ItU puqB. Let Y1, . . . , Yn P ΓpU, ker dsU q such
that Yi is ϕ-related to ÝÑα i for every i “ 1, . . . , n. Then Y1puq, . . . , Ynpuq are linearly independent.
Proof. The existence of the Yi follows from Definition 2.4 ii). We show that they are linearly inde-
pendent at u.
First, recall from Rem. 2.9 that there is a well-defined map of C8pUq-modules dϕ : ΓcpU ; ker dsU q Ñ
ϕ˚pÝÑB q. Denote by t : GÑM the target map of the Lie groupoid. Upon the identification between
the pullback vector bundle t˚pker ds|M q and ker ds given by right-translation, we have t˚B “ ÝÑB .
Hence, since tU “ t ˝ ϕ, the above map can be written as dϕ : ΓcpU ; ker dsU q Ñ tU˚B.
Take constants λi such that
ÿ
i
λiYi vanishes at u. We need to show that λi “ 0 for all i. By
definition 2.4 iii) and Lemma 2.8 c) there are elements W1, . . . ,Wk P ΓpU, ker dsU q which form a
frame for ker dsU over a neighborhood U0 of u, and which are ϕ-related to elements
ÝÑ
βj , for some
βj P B.
On U0 we have
ÿ
i
λiYi “
ÿ
j
fjWj for some fj P Iu Ă C8pU0q. Applying dϕ to this equation we
obtain ÿ
i
λi tU˚ pαiq “
ÿ
j
fj tU˚ pβjq (3.1)
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Choose a (locally defined) section τ of the submersion tU : U ÑM . Notice that the l.h.s. of eq. (3.1)
is the pullback by tU of an element of B, namely
ÿ
i
λiαi, hence the above expression is determined
by its value on the image Impτq. Therefore the value of the r.h.s. of eq. (3.1) is unchanged if
we replace the coefficients fj with tU˚Fj , where Fj “ τ˚fj P C8pMq. Hence we have the following
equality of elements of B: ÿ
i
λiαi “
ÿ
j
Fjβj .
Since Fj P ItU puq, the image of this element in B{ItU puqB vanishes. But the image is
ÿ
i
λirαis, and
from the linear independence of the rαis, we conclude that λi “ 0 for all i.
For the following fundamental result, recall that the minimality of a set of generators is defined in
Rem. 1.11.
Proposition 3.2. Let x PM and α1, . . . ,αn P B which form a minimal set of generators of B around
x. Let pU0, ϕ0, Gq be the path holonomy bisubmersion they define as in Def. 2.16. Let pU,ϕ,Gq be a
bisubmersion of B and suppose that u P U with ϕpuq “ 1x carries the identity bisection 1M of G.
Then there exists an open neighborhood U 1 of u in U and a submersion g : U 1 Ñ U0 which is a
morphism of bisubmersions and gpuq “ p0, xq.
U 1
ϕ
  
g // U0
ϕ0~~
G
Proof. Replacing U by an open subset containing u, we may assume sU pUq Ă sU0pU0q. By Lemma
3.1 there are Y1, . . . , Yn P ΓpU, ker dsU q such that Yi is ϕ-related to ÝÑα i for every i “ 1, . . . , n,
and the Y1puq, . . . , Ynpuq are linearly independent. Let Z 1n`1, . . . , Z 1k P ΓpU, ker dsU q such that
pY1, . . . , Yn, Z 1n`1, . . . , Z 1kq is a frame of ker dsU nearby u. Consider as in Remark 2.9 the map
dϕ : ΓcpU ; ker dsU q Ñ ϕ˚pÝÑB q. For all i “ n` 1, . . . , k consider also dϕpZ 1iq P ϕ˚pÝÑB q. Since ϕ˚pÝÑB q is
generated by tϕ˚ÝÑα juj“1,...,n nearby u, there exist functions f ji nearby u such that dϕpZ 1iq “ dϕpξiq,
where ξi :“
nÿ
j“1
f ji Yj . Put Zi “ Z 1i ´ ξi. Then pY1, . . . , Yn, Zn`1, . . . , Zkq is also a frame nearby u,
since the ξ’s are linear combinations of the Yi’s, and further
ϕ˚pYiq “ ÝÑα i for i ď n ϕ˚pZiq “ 0 for i ą n. (3.2)
To unify the notation, denote Yi :“ Zi for i ą n.
For λ “ pλ1, . . . , λkq P Rk small enough, we denote by ψλ the partially defined diffeomorphism
expp
kÿ
i“1
λiYiq of U . Denote by b a bisection of U through u carrying the identity bisection of G.
There is an open neighborhood b1 Ă b of u and an open ball Bk in Rk such that
h : b1 ˆBk Ñ U 1, py, λq ÞÑ ψλpyq
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is a diffeomorphism of b1 ˆ Bk into an open neighborhood U 1 of u in U . Notice that for all y P b1
we have
ϕpψλpyqq “ expϕpyqp
nÿ
i“1
λi
ÝÑα iq, (3.3)
where the sum runs only until n as a consequence of eq. (3.2). Let p : Rk Ñ Rn be the projection
to the first n coordinates. Use the diffeomorphism ϕ|b1 to identify b1 with an open subset of M
(thereby changing the domain of h). We define
g :“ p ˝ h´1 : U 1 Ñ U0.
The map g is a morphism of bisubmersions by eq. (3.3), and it is a submersion.
Corollary 3.3 below allows to define the equivalence relation giving rise to the holonomy groupoid.
Corollary 3.3. Let pUi, ϕi, Gq, i “ 1, 2 be bisubmersions of B and ui P Ui such that ϕ1pu1q “ ϕ2pu2q.
a) If the identity bisection 1M of G is carried by Ui at ui, for i “ 1, 2, there exists an open
neighborhood U 11 of U1 and a morphism of bisubmersions f : U 11 Ñ U2 such that fpu1q “ u2.
b) If there is a bisection of G carried by both U1 at u1 and by U2 at u2, there exists an open
neighborhood U 11 of u1 in U1 and a morphism of bisubmersions f : U 11 Ñ U2 such that fpu1q “
u2.
c) If there is a morphism of bisubmersions g : U1 Ñ U2 such that gpu1q “ u2, then there exists
an open neighborhood U 12 of u2 in U2 and a morphism of bisubmersions f : U 12 Ñ U1 such that
fpu2q “ u1.
Proof. Given proposition 3.2, a) is proven exactly as in [1, Cor. 2.11] a).
b) By assumption there are bisections bi of Ui through ui (i “ 1, 2) and a bisection c of G through
ϕ1pu1q “ ϕ2pu2q such that ϕ1pb1q and ϕ2pb2q are open subsets of c. By Prop. 2.32, pUi, Lc´1 ˝ϕi, Gq
are bisubmersions for B, where Lc´1 denotes the automorphism of G given by left multiplication with
the bisection c´1 :“ tg´1 : g P cu. The points ui of these bisubmersions carry 1M , for the bi are
bisections of these bisubmersions whose images in G are contained in 1M . By a) we therefore obtain
a map f making the following diagram commute:
U1
Lc´1˝ϕ1   
f // U2
Lc´1˝ϕ2~~
G
Lc

G
Therefore f is the desired morphism.
c) Let b be a bisection of U1 through u1. Then gpb1q is a bisection of U2 through u2. Both b and
gpb1q carry the same bisection of G, that is, ϕ2pgpbqq “ ϕ1pbq. Hence we can apply item b) to
obtain the existence of f .
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3.2 Construction of the holonomy groupoid
Recall that we fixed an integrable Lie algebroid A Ñ M , a singular subalgebroid B, and a Lie
groupoid G integrating A.
Definition 3.4. Consider a family pUi, ϕi, GqiPI of source-connected minimal path-holonomy bisub-
mersions defined as in definition 2.16 such that M “ YiPIsUipUiq. Let U be the collection of all such
bisubmersions, together with their inverses and finite compositions. (We can omit the inverses, by
Remark. 2.26). We call U a path holonomy atlas of B.
Corollary 3.3 c) shows that for u1 P pU1, ϕ1, Gq, u2 P pU2, ϕ2, Gq the relation
u1 „ u2 ô there is an open neighborhood U 11 of u1,
there is a morphism of bisubmersions f : U 11 Ñ U2 such that fpu1q “ u2
is an equivalence relation. This allows us to give the following definition:
Definition 3.5. Let G be a Lie groupoid and B a singular subalgebroid of LiepGq. The holonomy
groupoid of B over G is
HGpBq :“
ž
UPU
U{ „
We write HpBq instead of HGpBq when the choice of G is understood.
Remark 3.6. The equivalence relation „ can be made more explicit as follows, as a consequence of
Cor. 3.3 b):
u1 „ u2 ô ϕ1pu1q “ ϕ2pu2q,
D bisections b1 through u1, b2 through u2, s.t. ϕ1pb1q “ ϕ2pb2q.
Denote by 6 :
ž
UPU
U Ñ HGpBq the quotient map.
Remark 3.7. In the following, we endow HGpBq with the quotient topology induced by 6. For
any bisubmersion U P U , the image 6U is open in HGpBq, by the very same argument used at the
beginning of [5, §3.4].
The next proposition justifies the use of the term “groupoid” for HGpBq.
Theorem 3.8. Denote qU :“ 6|U for all U P U .
a) There are maps sH , tH : HGpBq ÑM such that sH ˝ qU “ sU and tH ˝ qU “ tU for all U P U .
b) There is a topological groupoid structure on HGpBq, with objects M , source and target maps
sH , tH defined above, and with multiplication qU puqqV pvq :“ qU˝V pu, vq.
c) The canonical map
Φ: HGpBq Ñ G,
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determined by Φ˝ qU “ ϕU for all U P U , is a morphism of topological groupoids covering IdM .
Proof. a) First notice that the map Φ introduced in c) is well-defined, by the definition of morphism
of bisubmersions (definition 2.21). Hence sH :“ s ˝ Φ and tH :“ t ˝ Φ are well-defined maps
HGpBq ÑM . They clearly satify sH ˝ qU “ sU and tH ˝ qU “ tU for all U P U .
b) We prove that the multiplication is well-defined. Let U, V, U 1, V 1 P U and consider elements
satisfying qU puq “ qU 1pu1q and qV pvq “ qV 1pv1q. Then there is exist local morphisms of bisubmersions
f : U Ñ U 1 with u ÞÑ u1, and h : V Ñ V 1 with v ÞÑ v1. Assume that sU puq “ tV pvq, which implies
sU 1pu1q “ tV 1pv1q. Since morphisms of bisubmersions preserve the source and target maps, the
product map restricts to a well-defined map pf, hq : U ˝V Ñ U 1˝V 1 with pu, vq ÞÑ pu1, v1q and which is
a morphism of bisubmersions, showing that pu, vq „ pu1, v1q and therefore qU˝V pu, vq “ qU 1˝V 1pu1, v1q.
For any x P M , the identity element 1x P HGpBq is represented by any point u in a bisubmersion
U P U with sU puq “ tU puq “ x and so that u carries (locally) the identity bisection of G. (For
instance, one can take U Ă Rn ˆM to be a minimal path holonomy bisubmersion and u “ p0, xq.).
The inverse of qV pvq P HGpBq is qV¯ pvq, where V¯ denotes the inverse bisubmersion to V as in Def.
2.24. It is clear that, with these operations, HGpBq forms a topological groupoid.
c) The map Φ is a morphism of topological groupoids, by the definition of inverse and composition
of bisubmersions (definitions 2.24 and 2.27).
Remark 3.9. In Appendix C we define the notion of atlas for singular subalgebroids, of which U
appearing in definition 3.4 is an example, and from each atlas we construct a topological groupoid.
Let us work out by hand an elementary example. More classes of examples will be given in §3.3.
Example 3.10 (Lie algebras). Let B “ A “ g a Lie algebra and G any connected Lie group
integrating g. There is a neighborhood U of the origin in g such that the exponential map U Ñ G
is a bisubmersion. Indeed, for any basis of g, consider the induced path-holonomy bisubmersion
Rn Ñ G; upon the identification g – Rn given by the basis, it is the exponential map, as the latter
is obtained taking integral curves starting at the identity of right-invariant vector fields. The n-fold
composition of this bisubmersion is
Uˆn :“ U ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ U Ñ G, pv1, . . . , vnq ÞÑ exppv1q . . . exppvnq.
The map YnUˆn Ñ G is surjective and, by the definition of holonomy groupoid, it descends to an
injective map HGpgq Ñ G . We conclude that HGpgq is isomorphic (as a topological groupoid) to
G.
3.3 Examples
We give some examples of the holonomy groupoid defined in §3.2. We do so for the two basic
examples of singular subalgebroid displayed in §1.2: singular foliations and wide Lie subalgebroids.
For wide Lie subalgebroids we show that HGpBq agrees with Hmin, the minimal integral of B over
G of Moerdijk and Mrčun recalled in the Introduction. Wide Lie subalgebroids are treated as a
special case of images of Lie algebroid morphisms covering diffeomorphisms of the base (§1.3.1).
Unfortunately at the moment we have no way to describe explicitly the holonomy groupoids for the
other classes of singular subalgebroids displayed in §1.3.
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3.3.1 For singular foliations
Example 3.11 (Singular foliations). When A “ TM (so B is a singular foliation on M), and
G “ M ˆM , then HMˆM pBq is the holonomy groupoid of the singular foliation as defined in [1].
This follows from Ex. 2.17 and comparing the construction in §3.2 to the one of [1].
In example 3.29 we will take G “ ΠpMq (the fundamental groupoid of M , which is source simply
connected) and construct the topological groupoid HΠpMqpBq. We will see that HΠpMqpBq is not
source simply connected in general, and has HMˆM pBq as a quotient.
3.3.2 For singular subalgebroids arising from Lie groupoid morphisms
The next proposition will allow us to construct holonomy groupoids for several classes of singular
subalgebroids. It is based on the ideas explained in [1, Ex. 3.4(4)].
Proposition 3.12. Let G be a Lie groupoid over M and B a singular subalgebroid of LiepGq. Let
K be a Lie groupoid over M . Let ϕ : K Ñ G be a morphism of Lie groupoids covering IdM which is
also a bisubmersion for B. Then:
i) HGpBq “ K{I as topological groupoids, where
I :“ tk P K : D a local bisection b through k such that ϕbq Ă 1Mu
ii) the canonical map Φ: HGpBq Ñ G coincides with the map K{I Ñ G induced by ϕ.
Remark 3.13. We explain the notation and terminology in the definition of I in the above proposi-
tion. The symbol 1M denotes the set of identity elements of the Lie groupoid G. The term “bisection”
refers to bisection for the Lie groupoid K. This coincides with the notion of bisection for the bisub-
mersion pK,ϕ,Gq (in the sense of definition 2.30) since the morphism of Lie groupoids ϕ covers
IdM .
The set I is a normal subgroupoid of K. This means that I is a wide subalgebroid and is contained
in the union of the isotropy subgroups of K (a consequence of I Ă kerpϕq). Further, it means that
I is invariant under conjugation: for every k P K we have kIyk´1 Ă Ix where y “ sKpkq and
x “ tKpkq. The quotient K{I has a unique topological groupoid structure such that the quotient
map K Ñ K{I is a groupoid morphism (see [15, Prop. 2.2.3]).
Remark 3.14. Every normal subgroupoid I of K corresponds to the equivalence relation
k1 „K k2 ô k1pk2q´1 P I
For I as in proposition 3.12 this relation can be written down16 explicitly:
k1 „K k2 ô ϕpk1q “ ϕpk2q and (3.4)
D local bisections b1 through k1, b2 through k2, s.t. ϕpb1q “ ϕpb2q.
Analogously to Rem. 3.6, the equivalence (3.4) can be rephrased as follows:
k1 „K k2 ô D neighborhood K 1 of k1 and f : K 1 Ñ K satisfying ϕ ˝ f “ ϕ and fpk1q “ k2.
16To see that k1pk2q´1 P I implies that k1 and k2 satisfy the conditions on the r.h.s. of (3.4), notice the following:
if b is a bisection through k1pk2q´1 such that ϕpbq Ă 1M and b2 is any bisection through k2, then b ¨b2 is a bisection
through k1 such that ϕpb ¨ b2q “ ϕpb2q.
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Proof of proposition 3.12. The proof relies in Appendix C. i) We first show the following claim:
Claim: HGpBq “ K{ „K as topological spaces.
The set U :“ tpK,ϕ,Gqu is an atlas for B (see definition C.1) consisting of just one bisubmersion.
This holds by the following two arguments which are consequences of the fact that ϕ is a groupoid
morphism:
• The inverse bisubmersion pK, iG ˝ ϕ,Gq is adapted to U because the inversion map iK is a
morphism of bisubmersions from pK, iG ˝ ϕ,Gq to pK,ϕ,Gq.
• The composition of bisubmersionsK˝K is also adapted to U . Indeed it agrees with the space of
composable arrows of K and the groupoid multiplication of K is a morphism of bisubmersions,
i.e. this diagram commutes:
K ˝K
ϕ¨ϕ
##
multipl. of K // K
ϕ~~
G
The atlas U is equivalent to a path holonomy atlas (definition 3.4). To prove this, by proposition
C.3, we just need to show that the bisubmersion pK,ϕ,Gq is adapted to a path holonomy atlas.
Proposition 3.2 implies that for any x P M , there exists a morphism of bisubmersions from an
open neighborhood of 1x in K to some path holonomy bisubmersion. Then simply use that the Lie
groupoid K is generated by such neighborhoods.
As U “ tpK,ϕ,Gqu is equivalent to a path holonomy atlas, by proposition C.2 we have HpBqU “
HGpBq. The former, as a topological space, is defined as the quotient ofK by the equivalence relation
„K (see eq. (C.1)). This proves the claim. 4
Now we can show thatHGpBq “ K{ „K as groupoids. Let k, k1 P K such that sKpkq “ tKpk1q. First,
the product of rks and rk1s inHpBqU “ HGpBq is the class of k˝k1 in the composition of bisubmersions
K ˝ K. Second, as seen above, the groupoid multiplication is a morphism of bisubmersions from
K ˝K to K, hence k ˝ k1 „K kk1. Combining the last two statements we obtain rks ¨ rk1s “ rkk1s.
ii) The canonical map HpBqU Ñ G is the map K{I Ñ G induced by ϕ. Now apply Prop. C.2 ii).
We immediately obtain a construction for the holonomy groupoid of singular subalgebroids arising
from Lie groupoid morphisms (covering the identity), see Def. 1.6:
Proposition 3.15. Assume that the singular subalgebroid B arises from a Lie groupoid morphism
Ψ: K Ñ G covering the identity. Then HGpBq “ K{I, where I is an in proposition 3.12, and the
canonical map Φ: HGpBq Ñ G is the map K{I Ñ G induced by Ψ.
Proof. By proposition 2.13, Ψ: K Ñ G is a bisubmersion for B. Hence we can apply proposition
3.12.
Example 3.16 (Singular foliations arising from Lie algebroids). a) The following example is a
rephrasing of [1, Ex. 3.4(4)]. Let A be a Lie algebroid over M , and let F :“ ρpΓcpAqq be
the singular foliation on M associated to A (here ρ is the anchor map). Let K ÑM be a Lie
groupoid integrating A. The Lie groupoid morphism given by the target-source map
Ψ :“ pt, sq : K ÑM ˆM
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integrates the anchor map, so it gives rise to F , i.e. F “ tΨ˚pΓcpAqqu. Therefore Prop. 3.15
implies that the holonomy groupoid HpFq of the foliation is
HpFq “ K{I,
where I consists of the elements k P K through which passes a local bisection inducing the
identity (local) diffeomorphism on M .
b) We now spell out a special case of the above (for linear actions compare with [1, Ex. 3.7]).
Consider an action of a Lie group G on M . It gives rise to a singular foliation F on M ,
which is generated by the image of the associated infinitesimal action ψ : gÑ XpMq, v Ñ vM .
Let A :“ g ˆM be the transformation algebroid of the infinitesimal action. Its anchor map
ρ : g ˆM Ñ TM, pv, pq ÞÑ vM ppq satisfies F “ ρpΓcpAqq. By a), the holonomy groupoid of F
is obtained from the transformation groupoid GˆM ÑM as
HpFq “ pGˆMq{I,
where I is very explicit: it consists of pg, xq P G ˆM (necessarily with g ¨ x “ x) for which
there is a neighborhood U of x in M and a smooth map g˜ : U Ñ G such that g˜pxq “ g and
g˜pyq ¨ y “ y for all y P U . In other words, it consists of elements of GˆM through which there
is a local section of the second projection GˆM ÑM which lies in the isotropy groups of the
action of G on M .
For singular subalgebroids arising from Lie groupoid morphisms, the holonomy groupoid satisfies
a minimality property. In particular, it is a quotient of any Lie groupoid giving rise to the given
singular subalgebroid.
Proposition 3.17. Any Lie groupoid morphism covering the identity Ψ: K Ñ G giving rise to a
singular subalgebroid B factors as
HGpBq
Φ

K
τ
;;
Ψ // G
where τ : GÑ HGpBq is a surjective morphism of topological groupoids.
Proof. Thanks to Prop. 3.15, we can take τ to be the quotient map K Ñ K{I “ HGpBq.
3.3.3 For wide Lie subalgebroids
The proof of the following statement is similar to the one of [7, Prop. 1.9] but has the advantage of
relying only on elementary facts.
Proposition 3.18. Let B be a wide Lie subalgebroid of A, let G be a Lie groupoid integrating A,
and denote B :“ ΓcpBq. Then
i) HGpBq is a Lie groupoid integrating B
ii) the canonical Lie groupoid morphism Φ: HGpBq Ñ G integrates the inclusion ι : B ãÑ A.
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Proof. The Lie algebroid B is integrable since A is [16]. Let K be the source simply connected
Lie groupoid integrating B. Let Ψ: K Ñ G the morphism of Lie groupoids which integrates the
inclusion ι : B ãÑ A.
On one hand, clearly the Lie groupoid morphism Ψ gives rise to B. Therefore we can apply Prop.
3.15, which states that HGpBq “ K{I and the canonical map Φ: HGpBq Ñ G is the map K{I Ñ G
induced by Ψ.
On the other hand we have the following
Claim: The subgroupoid I of K, defined as in Prop. 3.12, satisfies:
a) Set-theoretically, I is a normal subgroupoid of K lying in the union of the isotropy groups of
K.
b) Topologically, I is an embedded Lie subgroupoid of K and it is s-discrete (i.e. the intersection
of I with any s-fiber is discrete).
The claim implies (see for example [12, Thm. 1.20]) that K{I is also a Lie groupoid integrating B.
Clearly the Lie groupoid morphism K{I Ñ G induced by Ψ integrates the inclusion ι : B ãÑ A. This
concludes the proof of the proposition, modulo the claim which we prove right now.
That a) in the claim holds was explained in Rem. 3.13. We argue that b) holds. There is a neigh-
borhood V Ă K of the set of identities 1M on which the morphism Ψ is injective (this follows from
Ψ being a Lie groupoid morphism covering the identity and whose Lie algebroid map is injective).
Since I Ă kerpΨq, we have I X V “ 1M . Let k P I, and take a bisection b of K through k as in
the definition of I. Denote U :“ spbq, an open subset of M . Denote rb : s´1pUq Ñ s´1pUq the
diffeomorphism given by right-multiplication by the bisection b. It maps 1spgq to k and it preserves
I, since b lies in the subgroupoid I. Applying rb to
I X pV X s´1pUqq “ 1U
we obtain that the intersection of I with rbpV q X s´1pUq (an open neighbourhood of k) is exactly
b. This shows both that I is an embedded submanifold (hence, a Lie subgroupoid) of K and that I
is s-discrete.
Remark 3.19. Recall from §1.3.1 that B is a projective singular subalgebroid if B – ΓcpEq for some
vector bundle E Ñ M , which automatically comes with a Lie algebroid structure and a morphism
τ : E Ñ A. In [4], generalizing Prop. 3.18 and its proof, we show that HGpBq is a Lie groupoid
iff B is projective, that the Lie groupoid HGpBq integrates E, and that the canonical morphism
Φ: HGpBq Ñ G integrates τ .
We now refine Prop. 3.18, showing that in the case of wide Lie subalgebroids HGpBq is exactly the
the minimal integral of B over G defined in the work of Moerdjik and Mrčun [16, Thm. 2.3] recalled
in the Introduction.
Proposition 3.20. Let B be a wide Lie subalgebroid of an integrable Lie algebroid A, and fix a Lie
groupoid G integrating A. Let B “ ΓcpBq. Then
i) HGpBq agrees with Hmin, the minimal integral of B over G recalled in the introduction,
ii) the canonical map Φ: HGpBq Ñ G agrees with the map recalled in the introduction.
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Proof. By Prop. 3.18 the canonical map Φ: HGpBq Ñ G satisfies properties 1) and 2) from [16,
Thm. 2.3] recalled in the Introduction. Any Lie groupoid morphism H˜ Ñ G integrating the inclusion
ι : B ãÑ A is a Lie groupoid morphism giving rise to B. Hence, by Prop. 3.17, property 3) from that
theorem holds too. The uniqueness statement in that theorem finishes the proof.
The following two examples generalize the elementary Example 3.10.
Example 3.21 (Lie algebroids). For any integrable Lie algebroid A take B “ ΓcpAq, and let G be
a Lie groupoid integrating A. Then HGpBq “ G and Φ “ IdG. This follows taking Ψ “ IdG in Cor.
3.15. (It also follows directly from Prop. 3.20).
Example 3.22 (Lie subalgebras). Let g a Lie algebra, k a Lie subalgebra, and fix a connnected Lie
group G integrating g. Let Ψ: K Ñ G be any morphism of Lie groups integrating the inclusion
ι : k ãÑ g, where K is assumed to be connected. (For instance, take K to be the simply connected
integration of k.) Then
HGpkq “ K{kerpΨq.
This follows from Cor. 3.15, noticing that since the space of objects of K is just a point, we
have I “ kerpΨq. Using Prop. 3.18 we see that HGpkq is a Lie group integrating k, and the map
Φ: HGpkq Ñ G induced by ϕ is an injective immersion and group homomorphism. In other words,
pHGpkq,Φq is the Lie subgroup of G integrating k.
3.4 Dependence of HGpBq on G
Let A Ñ M be a Lie algebroid and B a singular subalgebroid. Fix a Lie groupoid G integrating
A. In §3.2 we constructed the holonomy groupoid HpBq :“ HGpBq over M , as the quotient of a
path-holonomy atlas of G-bisubmersions17 by the equivalence relation given by morphisms of G-
bisubmersions. Clearly the construction depends on G.
Now take another Lie groupoid rG integrating A, and so that G is a quotient of it, i.e. there is a
surjective Lie groupoid morphism
pi : rGÑ G
with discrete fibers. Denote by rHpBq :“ H rGpBq the holonomy groupoid constructed using rG. In
this subsection we describe rHpBq in terms of HpBq.
3.4.1 A theorem describing rHpBq in terms of HpBq
Consider the fiber product of the canonical groupoid morphism Φ: HpBq Ñ G and pi : rGÑ G, i.e.
HpBq ˆΦ,pi rGÑM
with the component-wise groupoid structure. Upon the identification between M and the diagonal
∆M Ă M ˆM , it is the subgroupoid of the product groupoid HpBq ˆ rG Ñ M ˆM given by the
preimage of ∆G under the groupoid morphism pΦ, piq : HpBq ˆ rG Ñ G ˆ G. Notice that the latter
17In this section we use the terminology “G-bisubmersion” instead “bisubmersion”, to emphatize the dependence on
the Lie groupoid G.
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morphism does not have connected fibers in general, so thatHpBqˆΦ,pi rG will not be source-connected
in general. Hence we consider the source-connected component of the identities:
pHpBq ˆΦ,pi rGq0 “ tph, rgq P HpBq ˆ rG : D a continuous path phptq, rgptqq Ă psH ,rsq´1px, xq (3.5)
from p1HpBqx , 1 rGx q to ph, rgq with Φphptqq “ piprgptqqu,
where x :“ sHphq “ rsprgq PM .
Example 3.23. Take the simple case B “ t0u. For any choice of G, we have that HpBq is the trivial
groupoid M ÑM . We obtain
HpBq ˆΦ,pi rG “M ˆpιM ,piq rG – pi´1p1GM q “ kerppiq
where ιM is the inclusion of the identity elements 1GM into G. Hence pHpBq ˆΦ,pi rGq0 consists of the
identity elements of rGÑM , and therefore is isomorphic to the trivial groupoid M ÑM .
Remark 3.24. As pi : rG Ñ G has discrete fibers, for any path γ in the s-fiber of G starting at 1Gx
there exists a unique lift starting at 1 rGx , i.e. a unique path τ in rG with γ “ pi ˝ τ and τp0q “ 1 rGx .
This shows that, in the characterization (3.5) of pHpBq ˆΦ,pi rGq0, the path rgptq (hence in particularrg) is determined by the path hptq: indeed, rgptq is the unique pi-lift of Φphptqq starting at 1 rGx .
Notice that, if we fix a local generating set α1, . . . ,αn for B, it gives rise to two path-holonomy
bisubmersions: a G-bisubmersion and a rG-bisubmersion. The domains of both bisubmersions co-
incide (they are an open subset in Rn ˆM). The domains of the compositions of path-holonomy
bisubmersions also coincide, hence if U is a G-path-holonomy atlas, then
ž
UPU
U will be the domain
of a rG-path-holonomy atlas too. Given corresponding bisubmersions pU,ϕ,Gq and pU, rϕ, rGq, from
Def. 2.16 we see that ϕ “ pi ˝ rϕ : U Ñ G:
U
ϕ

rϕ
 rG
pi

G
We denote the quotient maps to the holonomy groupoids by 6|U : U Ñ HpBq and r6|U : U Ñ rHpBq
respectively, as in §3.2.
The central result of this subsection is the following.
Theorem 3.25. There is a canonical isomorphism over IdM of topological groupoids
T : rHpBq Ñ pHpBq ˆΦ,pi rGq0 rh ÞÑ p6u, rΦprhqq
where u is any point in a path-holonomy atlas with r6u “ rh.
Clearly, under the above isomorphism, the canonical map rΦ: rHpBq Ñ rG corresponds to the second
projection ph, rgq ÞÑ rg.
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Remark 3.26. The relevant diagram is š
UPU U
r6

6
zz
rϕ
""
HpBq
Φ
%%
rHpBq rΦ //oo rG
pi
{{
G
(3.6)
Proof of theorem 3.25. Claim: T is well-defined.
We show that the map rHpBq Ñ HpBq, r6u ÞÑ 6u
is well-defined. Let U, V be rG-bisubmersions, and u, v points with r6u “ r6v. This means that there
is a morphism of rG-bisubmersions f : U Ñ V with fpuq “ v (possibly shrinking U). ComposingrϕV ˝ f “ rϕU : U Ñ rG with pi : rG Ñ G we find ϕV ˝ f “ ϕU : U Ñ G (using pi ˝ rϕU “ ϕU ). This
shows that f is also a morphism of G-bisubmersions, therefore 6u “ 6v.
Further, the image of T is really contained in pHpBq ˆΦ,pi rGq0. Indeed, it is contained in the fiber
product HpBqˆΦ,pi rG because we have Φp6uqq “ ϕpuq “ piprϕpuqq “ piprΦprhqq for all u. It is contained
in the source-connected component of the identities because rHpBq is source-connected and, as we
shall see immediately, T is a continuous groupoid morphism. 4
Claim: T is a groupoid morphism.
One checks directly that rHpBq Ñ HpBq,r6u ÞÑ 6u is morphism of groupoids. Also, rΦ: rHpBq Ñ rG is
a morphism of groupoids by Thm. 3.8. 4
Claim: T is continuous.
This holds since rHpBq Ñ HpBq is continuous (being the map induced by 6 : ž
UPU
U Ñ HpBq on the
quotient rHpBq) and since rΦ is continuous.
Claim: T is injective.
Since T is a morphism of groupoids, it suffices to check that if 6v “ 1HpBqx and rϕV pvq “ 1 rGx then r6v “
1
rHpBq
x , for any element v in a bisubmersion V . Let pU, rϕU , rGq be a path-holonomy rG-bisubmersion
containing p0, xq, so U Ă Rn ˆM . There exists a morphism of G-bisubmersions f : U Ñ V with
fp0, xq “ v, by the first assumption above. Notice that the diagram
U
f

rϕU // rG
pi

G
V
rϕV // rG pi
??
commutes, since ϕU “ pi ˝ rϕU .
Now consider S :“ pt0u ˆMq X U . We have rϕU pSq “ 1 rGS , an open subset of the identity bisection
of rG, and prϕV ˝ fqpSq is a bisection of rG which, by the second hypothesis above, contains 1 rGx . Both
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bisections map under pi to 1GS , an open subset of the identity bisection of G, by the commutativity
of the above diagram. Since pi has discrete fibers, it follows that the two bisections of rG agree,
i.e. rϕU pSq “ rϕV pfpSqq. Hence corollary 3.3 b) implies that there is morphism of rG-bisubmersions
U Ñ V with p0, xq ÞÑ v, hence r6v “ r6p0, xq “ 1 rHpBqx . 4
Claim: T is surjective.
Let ph, rgq P HpBq ˆ rG so that there is a continuous path phptq, rgptqq from p1HpBqx , 1 rGx q to ph, rgq with
sHphptqq “ rsprgptqq “ x and Φphptqq “ piprgptqq. We have to show that there is a bisubmersion U in
the path-holonomy atlas and u P U with 6u “ h, rϕpuq “ rg. Since T is a groupoid morphism and
every source-connected topological groupoid is generated by any symmetric neighbourhood of the
identities, we can assume that ph, rgq is arbitrarily close to the set of identities. Hence, by Remark
3.7, we can assume that there is a path holonomy bisubmersion U0 such that h P 6U0.
Denote by L ĂM the leaf of the foliation ρpBq through x. As we shall show in [4], HpBq|L :“ s´1H pLq
has a smooth structure such that for any G-bisubmersion U in the path-holonomy atlas of B, the
quotient map 6 : U |L :“ s´1U pLq Ñ HpBq|L is a submersion. Hence there exists a continuous curve
uptq in U0 with 6uptq “ hptq and up0q “ p0, xq, where p0, xq lies in a minimal path-holonomy G-
bisubmersion. We claim that u :“ up1q satisfies the above properties.
By definition we have 6up1q “ hp1q “ h. Now consider the part of diagram (3.6) with solid arrows
and the paths:
uptq
6
{{
rϕ
%%
hptq
Φ $$
rϕpuptqq
pi
yy
Φphptqq
The path rϕpuptqq is a pi-lift of Φphptqq, and its starting point is rϕpp0, xqq “ 1 rGx . The same holds forrgptq. Hence by the uniqueness of the pi-lift starting at 1 rGx (see Remark 3.24) we obtain rϕpuptqq “ rgptq,
and evaluating at t “ 1 we get rϕpuq “ rg. 4
Claim: T is A homeomorphism. It suffices to show that T is an open map. Let pU,ϕ,Gq be a G-
bisubmersion in the path-holonomy atlas. Then r6U is open in rHpBq, by Remark 3.7. We will show
that its image T pr6Uq is open. The Lie groupoid morphism pi : rG Ñ G is a local homeomorphism,
hence the first projection pr1 : HpBq ˆΦ,pi rG Ñ HpBq is also a local homeomorphism. Shrinking U
if necessary, we can assume that T pr6Uq “ tp6u, rϕuq : u P Uu is contained in an open subset N of
pHpBq ˆΦ,pi rGq0 such that pr1|N : N Ñ pr1pNq is a homeomorphism onto an open subset of HpBq.
The subset pr1pT pr6Uqq equals 6U , which is open in HpBq by Remark 3.7. Hence T pr6Uq is open in N
and therefore in pHpBq ˆΦ,pi rGq0.
Summarizing: for small enough bisubmersions U in the path-holonomy atlas, T maps the open
subsets r6U of rHpBq to open subsets. Since any open subset of rHpBq is a union of such r6U , we are
done. 4
Remark 3.27. There is a groupoid morphism
rHpBq Ñ HpBq, r6u ÞÑ 6u
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(see the first two claims in the proof of theorem 3.25), which is clearly surjective. Under the canonical
isomorphism rHpBq – pHpBq ˆΦ,pi rGq0 it is given by the projection onto the first component. Its
kernel is p1HpBqM ˆ rGqXpHpBqˆΦ,pi rGq0, which is contained in tp1HpBqx , rgq : x PM,piprgq “ 1Gx u – kerpi.
A more explicit description of the kernel can be obtained using equation (3.5). (Here pi : rG Ñ G is
the original covering map.)
3.4.2 Examples for Theorem 3.25.
We present a few examples for Theorem 3.25. Ex. 3.31 in particular shows that even when we use
a source simply connected Lie groupoid G to construct the holonomy groupoid HGpBq, the latter
might not be source simply connected.
Example 3.28. When B “ ΓcpAq, Theorem 3.25 and Example 3.21 recover the obvious isomorphismrG – GˆId,pi rG.
Example 3.29. Consider the case of a singular foliation F . First we integrate the Lie algebroid
TM to the pair groupoid G :“ M ˆM , giving rise to HpFq :“ HGpFq, the holonomy groupoid of
the singular foliation as in [1] (see example 3.11). We have Φ “ ptH , sHq : HpFq Ñ M ˆM . We
can also integrate TM to the fundamental groupoid rG :“ ΠpMq. The construction of §3.2 gives rise
to another topological groupoid rHpFq :“ H rGpFq, which has a canonical groupoid morphism rΦ to
ΠpMq. By Theorem 3.25 we haverHpFq – pHpFq ˆptH ,sHq,pi ΠpMqq0,
where pi : ΠpMq ÑM ˆM is the target-source map of ΠpMq (sending the homotopy class of a path
in M to its endpoints).
Example 3.29 can be made more explicit when F is a regular foliation.
Proposition 3.30. When F is a regular foliation one obtains
pHpFq ˆptH ,sHq,pi ΠpMqq0 “
 prγs, xγyM q : γ is a path in a leaf of the foliation( (3.7)
where rγs P HpFq denotes the holonomy class of γ, and xγyM P ΠpMq its homotopy class (fixing
endpoints) as a path in M .
Proof. Use that, by equation (3.5), pHpFq ˆptH ,sHq,pi ΠpMqq0 equals prδs, xσyM q P HpFq ˆΠpMq :D homotopy tδtu in L with δ0 “(loop with trivial holonomy), δ1 “ δ
D homotopy tσtu in M with σ0 “(contractible loop), σ1 “ σ
such that δtp0q “ σtp0q “ x and δtp1q “ σtp1q for all t(,
where L denotes the leaf through x :“ δp0q “ σp0q. Fix a path δ in L and a path σ in M as above
(in particular, both start at x and have the same endpoint). We first focus on δ. Consider the map
S : r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s Ñ L, ps, tq ÞÑ δtpsq.
As the square is contractible, the holonomy of the restriction of S to the boundary is zero. S maps
the left edge of the square to the constant path at x, and the lower edge to the loop δ0 which has
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x0
x


trivial holonomy. Considering the remaining two edges we conclude that t ÞÑ γptq :“ δtp1q is a path
in the leaf L with the same starting/ending point and same holonomy as δ, i.e. , rδs “ rγs.
Further γ¯ ˝ σ, which is defined composing σ with sγptq :“ γp1´ tq, is a contractible loop in M based
at x. Indeed, recalling that γptq “ σtp1q, we see that the family of loops Ęγ|r0,ts ˝ σt parametrized by
t P r0, 1s provides a contraction, since at time t “ 0 it equals the contractible loop σ0. In other words,
xσyM “ xγyM . Altogether we get the inclusion “Ă” in equation (3.7). For the opposite inclusion,
given a path γ in a leaf, use the homotopy tγtu defined by γtpsq “ γpstq to deform it to the constant
path at γp0q.
Example 3.31. As above, let F be a regular foliation. Denote by D the associated involutive
distribution, which in particular is a Lie algebroid. We display three Lie groupoids integrating the
Lie algebroid D. The first one is HpFq, the holonomy groupoid of F . The second is MonpFq, the
monodromy groupoid of F . It is a source simply connected Lie groupoid, consisting of all homotopy
classes (fixing endpoints) xγyleaf of paths γ in the leaves of the foliation. The third one is rHpFq as
in Ex. 3.29. (It integrates D since it is the minimal integral of D over ΠpMq, by Prop. 3.20.)
As for any (source connected) Lie groupoid integrating D, the Lie groupoid rHpFq is a quotient of
MonpFq and maps surjectively onto HpFq. Due to Proposition 3.30 the quotient maps read
MonpFq Ñ rHpFq Ñ HpFq, xγyleaf ÞÑ prγs, xγyM q ÞÑ rγs.
In particular we see that, even though rHpFq was constructed using a source simply connected Lie
groupoid rG in Ex. 3.29, rHpFq itself is not source simply connected in general.
4 Morphisms of holonomy groupoids covering the identity
In §3, starting from a Lie groupoid G and singular subalgebroid B of the Lie algebroid LiepGq, we
constructed the holonomy groupoid HGpBq endowed with a map of topological groupoids to G. In
this section we extend this construction to morphisms covering the identity: given a suitable “mor-
phism between singular subalgebroids”, we construct a morphism between the associated holonomy
groupoids. More precisely, given a morphism of Lie groupoids F : G1 Ñ G2 covering the identity on
the base and singular subalgebroids Bi of LiepGiq (i “ 1, 2) with F˚pB1q Ă B2, there is a canonical
morphism of topological groupoids
HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pB2q
commuting with the canonical maps (see Theorem 4.6).
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We consider the simple case of “surjective morphisms between singular subalgebroids” in §4.1. The
integration of arbitrary morphisms (covering the identity) then follows easily in §4.2. All examples
are collected in §4.3, where we recover in a unified fashion several of the constructions we already
gave. We describe the resulting functor in §4.4.
It is only for the sake of presentation that in this section we restrict ourselves to morphisms covering
the identity on the base manifold. Analogous results for morphisms covering surjective submersions
hold, and are collected in Appendix D (see Thm. D.6).
4.1 Surjective morphisms covering the identity
Proposition 4.1. Let F : G1 Ñ G2 be a morphism of Lie groupoids over M , covering IdM . Let B1
be a singular subalgebroid of A1 :“ LiepG1q, and
B2 :“ F˚pB1q :“ tF˚pαq : α P B1u,
which clearly is a singular subalgebroid of LiepG2q.
Then there is a canonical, surjective morphism of topological groupoids
Ξ: HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pB2q
covering IdM and making the following diagram commute:
HG1pB1q
Φ1

Ξ // HG2pB2q
Φ2

G1
F // G2
Proof. Let x P M and α1, . . . ,αn P B1 such that rα1s, . . . , rαns is a basis of B1{IxB1. Denote by
pU,ϕ,G1q the associated path holonomy bisubmersion, where U Ă Rn ˆM .
Claim pU,F ˝ ϕ,G2q is the path holonomy bisubmersion for B2 associated to the (not necessarily
minimal) set of local generators tF˚pα1q, . . . , F˚pαnqu of B2.
U
ϕ

G1
F // G2
By definition 2.16 we have ϕ : U Ñ G1, pλ, xq ÞÑ expx
ÿ
λi
Ñ
αi. Composing with F we obtain
pF ˝ ϕqppλ, xqq “ F pexpx
ÿ
λi
Ñ
αiq “ expfpxq
ÿ
λi
ÝÝÝÝÑ
F˚pαiq.
Here the second equality holds because F being a Lie groupoid morphism implies that F˚pÑαiq “ÝÝÝÝÑ
F˚pαiq. 4
Consider a family pUi, ϕi, G1qiPI of path holonomy bisubmersions for B1 such that M “ YiPIsipUiq.
Let U be the path holonomy atlas it generates (definition 3.4), i.e. the collection of the Ui’s together
with their inverses and finite compositions. Since F is a Lie groupoid morphism over IdM , the family
tpU,F ˝ϕ,G2q : U P Uu defines an atlas of bisubmersions for B2. Denote by„i the equivalence relation
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defined on
ž
UPU
U viewing the U ’s as Gi-bisubmersions for Bi, for i “ 1, 2. The equivalence classes of
„1 are contained in those of „2, inducing a surjective morphism of topological groupoids
HG1pB1q “
ž
UPU
U{ „1Ñ
ž
UPU
U{ „2 .
The latter groupoid is the holonomy groupoid HG2pB2q, by Proposition C.5 and Rem. C.6. The
morphism is independent of the chosen path-holonomy bisubmersions and hence canonical.
We consider the special case in which the Lie groupoid morphism F : G1 Ñ G2 is injective (then
F˚ : A1 Ñ A2 is injective, and therefore induces an isomorphism of C8pMq-modules B1 – B2). We
show that in that case it makes no difference whether we regard B1 a singular subalgebroid of LiepG1q
or as a singular subalgebroid of LiepG2q, for the corresponding holonomy groupoids are isomorphic.
Corollary 4.2. If the Lie groupoid morphism F : G1 Ñ G2 is injective, then the canonical morphism
of topological groupoids Ξ: HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pB2q of Prop. 4.1 is an isomorphism.
Proof. We just have to show that Ξ is injective. To this aim, we show that the equivalence classes
of the equivalence relation „2 appearing in the proof of Prop. 4.1 are contained in those of „1.
Let u P U and v P V be points of bisubmersions in U . Assume that u „2 v. By definition, this
means that there is a locally defined map τ : U Ñ V taking u to v and which is a morphism of
G2-bisubmersions, that is,
pF ˝ ϕU q “ pF ˝ ϕV q ˝ τ.
Since F is injective, it follows that ϕU “ ϕV ˝ τ , that is, τ is a morphism of G1-bisubmersions. In
particular, u „1 v.
Remark 4.3. If we only assume that Lie algebroid map F˚ is injective, but F : G1 Ñ G2 itself
not, then Ξ is not injective in general. This can be seen already in the case that G1 and G2 are
non-isomorphic Lie groupoids integrating the same Lie algebroid A, and F : G1 Ñ G2 is a surjective
but not injective map differentiating the identity at the level of Lie algebroids (use Ex. 3.21).
4.2 Arbitrary morphisms covering the identity
We now extend Prop. 4.1 by removing the assumption that the map F˚|B1 : B1 Ñ B2 be surjective.
We first look at two singular subalgebroids of the same Lie algebroid, one containing the other.
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a Lie groupoid over M , and denote its Lie algebroid by A. Let B, rB be a
singular subalgebroids of A, with B Ă rB.
Then there is a canonical morphism of topological groupoids HGpBq Ñ HGpB˜q making the following
diagram commute:
HGpBq
Φ
""
// HGp rBq
rΦ||
G
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Proof. Let x P M . Let tα1, . . . ,αnu be a minimal set of local generators of B near x, that is,
rα1s, . . . , rαns form a basis of the vector space B{IxB. Let pU0, ϕ,Gq be the corresponding (minimal)
path holonomy bisubmersion for B, hence U0 Ă Rn ˆM .
The inclusion B Ă rB induces a linear map J : B{IxB Ñ rB{Ix rB, which is generally not injective.
Completing the image of the above basis to a spanning set of rB{Ix rB we obtain a generating set
tα1, . . . ,αn,γ1, . . . ,γku of rB near x, see Remark 1.11. Let prU0, rϕ,Gq be the corresponding path
holonomy bisubmersion for rB, so rU0 Ă Rn ˆ Rk ˆM . The inclusion
ι : U0 Ñ rU0, pλ, yq ÞÑ pλ, 0, yq
commutes with the maps to ϕ : U0 Ñ G and rϕ : rU0 Ñ G associated to the bisubmersions as in
Definition 2.16.
Let U denote the atlas for B generated by bisubmersions U0 as above, and rU the atlas for rB generated
by the corresponding rU0 as above. The inclusion ι extends in a straightforward way to compositions
of bisubmersions, and hence to a map
ι :
ž
UPU
U Ñ
ž
rUP rU
rU (4.1)
commuting with the canonical maps to G.
The latter property assures that if u P U for some element U of the atlas U , and b is a bisection of U
through u, then its image ιpbq is a bisection of rU through ιpuq and both carry the same bisection of
G. By Remark 3.6 this implies that the map (4.1) descends to a morphism of topological groupoids
HGpBq “
ž
UPU
U{ „ Ñ
ž
rUP rU
rU{ „“ HGp rBq (4.2)
which commutes the canonical maps to G, and also that this morphism is independent of the chosen
atlas U and hence canonical. Notice that the topological groupoid on the r.h.s. is really HGp rBq, by
Proposition C.5 and Rem. C.6.
Remark 4.5. The morphism HGpBq Ñ HGpB˜q in Lemma 4.4 is not injective in general. For
instance, taking G “ M ˆM , B a foliation and rB “ ΓcpTMq, this map is the target-source map of
the holonomy groupoid of the foliation.
The next theorem generalizes Prop. 4.1 and establishes the functoriality of the holonomy groupoid
construction:
Theorem 4.6. Let F : G1 Ñ G2 be a morphism of Lie groupoids covering IdM . Let Bi be a singular
subalgebroid of LiepGiq for i “ 1, 2, such that F˚pB1q Ă B2. Then there is a canonical morphism of
topological groupoids
Ξ: HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pB2q
covering IdM and making the following diagram commute:
HG1pB1q
Φ1

Ξ // HG2pB2q
Φ2

G1
F // G2
.
Proof. Compose the canonical morphism Ξ: HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pF˚pB1qq given by Prop. 4.1 with the
canonical morphism HG2pF˚pB1qq Ñ HG2pB2q given by Lemma 4.4.
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4.3 Examples
We display a few examples for Prop. 4.1, recovering in a unified manner several results obtained so
far. Then we display examples for Thm. 4.6.
Example 4.7 (Images of Lie algebroid morphisms). Let F : K Ñ G be a Lie groupoid morphism
over IdM . Applying Prop. 4.1 with B1 :“ ΓcpLiepKqq we obtain a canonical surjective morphism
HKpB1q Ñ HGpF˚pB1qq.
In particular the latter groupoid is a quotient of HKpB1q “ K (here we used Ex. 3.21), recovering
part of Cor. 3.15.
Example 4.8 (The underlying singular foliation FB). Let G Ñ M be a Lie groupoid, and B a
singular subalgebroid of A :“ LiepGq. Consider the Lie groupoid morphism
F “ pt, sq : GÑM ˆM
over the identity IdM . The corresponding Lie algebroid morphism is the anchor map ρ : A Ñ TM ,
hence F˚pBq “ FB, the singular foliation on M induced by B. Prop. 4.1 implies the existence of a
canonical surjective morphism of topological groupoids
HGpBq Ñ HpFBq (4.3)
to the holonomy groupoid [1] of the singular foliation FB.
Remark 4.9. We give an alternative description of the morphism (4.3) in the special case that B
arises from a Lie groupoid morphism (see Def. 1.6), i.e there is a Lie groupoid morphism Ψ: K Ñ G
over IdM such that B “ Ψ˚pΓcpLiepKqqq. The composition
K
ΨÑ G ptG,sGqÑ M ˆM
is the target-source map ptK , sKq of K. It gives rise to the singular foliation FB, hence HpFBq “
K{ „2 where „2 identifies two points of K iff there are bisections through them that carry the
same diffeomorphism of M (see Example 3.16). Since by assumption B arises from the Lie groupoid
morphism Ψ, by Prop. 3.15 we have HGpBq “ K{ „1, where „1 identifies two points of K iff there
are bisections through them that map under Ψ to the same bisection of G (see Rem. 3.14). The
equivalence classes of „1 are contained in those of „2, giving rise to a morphism HGpBq Ñ HpFBq.
The latter agrees with the morphism (4.3).
Example 4.10 (Varying the Lie groupoid G). Let
F : G˜Ñ G
a morphism of Lie groupoids integrating the identity on the Lie algebroid A :“ LiepG˜q “ LiepGq.
Let B be a singular subalgebroid of A. Clearly, F˚pBq “ B. Prop. 4.1 implies the existence of a
canonical surjective morphism of topological groupoids
HG˜pBq Ñ HGpBq
from the holonomy groupoid of B constructed using G˜ to the holonomy groupoid of B constructed
using G. Under the identification of Theorem 3.25, this map is just the first projection, since both
maps are induced by the identity map at the level of bisubmersions.
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We now present examples of Thm. 4.6. We start with a simple statement about singular foliations:
Example 4.11 (Singular foliations). Let F1, F2 be singular foliations on a manifold M , with
F1 Ă F2. Then there is a canonical morphism of topological groupoids HpF1q Ñ HpF2q covering
the identity.
The following example shows that the canonical map Φ: HGpBq Ñ G arises from the inclusion
B ãÑ ΓcpAq.
Example 4.12 (Recovering Φ). LetG be a Lie groupoid, and B be a Lie subalgebroid ofA :“ LiepGq.
By Lemma 4.4, the inclusion B Ă ΓcpAq induces a canonical morphism of topological groupoids
HGpBq Ñ HGpΓcpAqq making the following diagram commute:
HpBq
Φ ""
// HGpΓcpAqq
yy
G
But HGpΓcpAqq “ G and the right map above is IdG, by Ex. 3.21. Hence the canonical morphism
dotted above is exactly Φ.
Specializing Thm. 4.6 to wide Lie subalgebroids and using Prop. 3.20 to relate holonomy groupoids
with minimal integrals we obtain the following example.
Example 4.13. Let F : G1 Ñ G2 be a morphism of Lie groupoids covering the identity on M . Let
Bi be a wide Lie subalgebroid of LiepGiq for i “ 1, 2, such that F˚pB1q Ă B2. Denote by H imin the
minimal integral of Bi over Gi. Then there is a canonical morphism of Lie groupoids
Ξ: H1min Ñ H2min
covering IdM and which, together with F , intertwines the immersions H imin Ñ Gi integrating the
inclusions.
4.4 The integration functor
The purpose of this subsection is put in place our “integration” process, describing it as a functor.
The term “integration” is in quotes, since we have not specified in which sense the holonomy groupoid
HGpBq is an integration of the singular subalgebroid B of LiepGq. This will be done in a separate
publication [4].
We fix a manifold M and consider two categories. The first one, denoted by SingSubGpdM , is:
• objects:
tpG,Bq| G a Lie groupoid over M,
B a singular subalgebroid of LiepGqu
• arrows from pG1,B1q to pG2,B2q:
tF : G1 Ñ G2 a morphism of Lie groupoids covering IdM ,
such that F˚pB1q Ă B2u
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The second category, denoted by TopGrdM , is:
• objects:
tΦ: H Ñ G| H a topological groupoid over M,
G a Lie groupoid over M ,
Φ a morphism of topological groupoids covering IdMu
• arrows from pΦ1 : H1 Ñ G1q to pΦ2 : H2 Ñ G2q:
tpΞ, F q| Ξ: H1 Ñ H2 a morphism of topological groupoids over IdM ,
F : G1 Ñ G2 a morphism of Lie groupoids over IdM ,
s.t. the diagram below commutesu
H1
Φ1

Ξ // H2
Φ2

G1
F // G2
Our construction provides a functor
SingSubGpdM Ñ TopGrdM
pG,Bq ÞÑ HGpBq
F ÞÑ pΞ, F q
where HGpBq is constructed as in Definition 3.5 and Ξ is constructed as in Theorem 4.6. This is
really a functor, due to the canonicity of our constructions.
A The convolution algebra of a singular subalgebroid
(by Iakovos Androulidakis)
Here we explain how the construction of the C˚-algebra(s) of a singular foliation given in [1, §4] can
be adapted to the context of singular subalgebroids. The only thing that needs to be explained here
is the construction of the ˚-algebra associated with a singular subalgebroid B; its completion(s) is
exactly as given in [1, §4.4, §4.5]. In fact, this appendix aims to exhibit that it is possible to do
Noncommutative Geometry with singular subalgebroids; recall from [1], [2], [3] that this convolution
algebra is the starting point in order to develop longitudinal pseudodifferential operators and the
associated index theory.
The ˚-algebra of a singular subalgebroid B (Def. A.6) is constructed using the holonomy groupoid
HGpBq, or more precisely a path holonomy atlas for B.
Remark A.1. It turns out that a singular subalgebroid B corresponds to a singular foliation ÝÑB on
G. Hence, following [16], we can consider the holonomy groupoid HpÝÑB q of the singular foliation.
The latter has an induced action of G, and the quotient is the holonomy groupoid HGpBq, as will
be shown in [4]. This construction is satisfactory from a geometric point of view, but is less suited
for the purposes of ˚-algebras, for it is not clear that the ˚-algebra associated to HpÝÑB q and the G
action on HpÝÑB q give rise to the ˚-algebras of HGpBq.
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Remarks on the topology of the holonomy groupoid
Just like the case of singular foliations, the topology of HGpBq is quite bad. Here we extend some
statements from [1, §3.3]. We will need this material for the construction of the convolution algebra.
In fact, our constructions can be carried out for the groupoid associated to any atlas of B (cf.
Appendix C), not only the path-holonomy one, so we give them in full generality.
Fix a singular subalgebroid B. Fix an atlas U “ pUi, ϕi, GqiPI (see Appendix C) and let HpBqU be
the associated groupoid. For every bisubmersion pU,ϕ,Gq adapted to U , consider the set
ΓU “ tu P U : dimpUq = dimpMq + dimpBspuqqu Ă U,
where Bspuq “ B{IspuqB for Ispuq the smooth functions onM vanishing at spuq. Note that ΓU is either
empty or it consists of a union of fibers of s : U ÑM . It is an open subset of U when U is endowed
with the smooth structure along the leaves of the regular foliation ϕ´1pÝÑB q “ ΓcpU ; ker dsU q, i.e. the
longitudinal smooth structure in [1, Prop. 1.14].
Lemma A.2. For every h P HpBqU there exists a bisubmersion pU,ψ,Gq adapted to U and u P ΓU
such that qU puq “ h.
Proof. Let pW,ϕ,Gq be a bisubmersion in U , let w PW such that qW pwq “ h and b ĂW a bisection
through w. Consider the minimal path holonomy bisubmersion pU,ψ0, Gq constructed by a basis
of Bsphq (see Definition 2.16 and Proposition 2.18). Then u :“ psphq, 0q P U carries the identity
bisection of G. Consider the map ψ :“ Lϕpbq ˝ψ0, where Lϕpbq is the diffeomorphism of G defined by
left multiplication by the bisection ϕpbq. As shown in Remark 2.34 we obtain a new bisubmersion
pU,ψ,Gq. The points u P pU,ψ,Gq and w PW both carry the bisection ϕpbq of G, hence under the
quotient map to HpBqU , the point u also maps to h. Further u P ΓU , because the path holonomy
bisubmersion pU,ψ0, Gq is minimal at sphq, and since the source maps of pU,ψ0, Gq and pU,ψ,Gq
agree.
Lemma A.3. Consider bisubmersions pU,ϕ,Gq and pU 1, ϕ1, Gq and f : U Ñ U 1 a morphism of
bisubmersions. Let u P U .
a) If u P ΓU , then pdfqu is injective;
b) If fpuq P ΓU 1 then pdfqu is surjective
Proof. We denote by s and s1 the source maps of U and U 1. Since s and s1 are submersions
and s1 ˝ f “ s, pdfqu : TuU Ñ TfpuqU 1 is injective or surjective if and only if the restriction
pdfqu|kerpdsqu : kerpdsqu Ñ kerpds1qfpuq is injective or surjective. Consider the composition
kerpdsqu pdfqu|kerpdsquÝÑ kerpds1qfpuq ϕ
1˚
ÝÑ ~Bϕpuq.
By the definition of bisubmersions, the maps ϕ1˚ and ϕ˚ “ ϕ1˚ ˝ pdfqu are onto.
If u P ΓU , then by dimension reasons ϕ˚ : kerpdsqu Ñ ÝÑB is an isomorphism, implying a).
If fpuq P ΓU 1 then ϕ1˚ : kerpds1qfpuq Ñ ÝÑB ϕpuq is an isomorphism, implying b).
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Preliminaries on densities
Let pU,ϕU , Gq be a bisubmersion. Just like in [1, §4], we are going to work with bundles of (complex)
a-densities (a P R) associated with a vector bundle E Ñ U . When E “ pker dsU ˆ ker dtU q Ñ U ,
we write ΩapUq. Let us also denote ΓcpΩapUqq the space of compactly supported sections of ΩapUq.
Now put a “ 1
2
and recall from [1, §4.1, §4.2]:
a) If pV, ϕV , Gq is another bisubmersion, then Ω1{2pU ˝ V qpu,vq “ pΩ1{2pUqqu b pΩ1{2pV qqv at all
pu, vq P U ˝ V . So if f P ΓcpΩ1{2pUqq and g P ΓcpΩ1{2pV qq, we obtain an element f b g P
ΓcpΩ1{2pU ˝ V qq defined by
f b g : pu, vq ÞÑ fpuq b gpvq.
b) If κ : U Ñ U´1 is the identity isomorphism (where U´1 denotes the inverse bisubmersion) we
put
ΓcpΩ1{2pUqq Ñ ΓcpΩ1{2pU´1qq
f ÞÑ f˚ :“ f ˝ κ´1
c) If p : U Ñ V is a submersion and a morphism of bisubmersions we have Ω1{2pUq “ Ω1pker dpqb
p˚pΩ1{2pV qq. So integration along the fibers of p gives a map
p! : ΓcpΩ1{2pUqq Ñ ΓcpΩ1{2pV qq
If p is a surjective submersion then p! is onto.
The ˚-algebra of an atlas of bisubmersions
Let us fix an atlas of bisubmersions U “ pUi, ϕi, GqiPI for the singular subalgebroid B. Consider
the disjoint union U :“
ž
iPI
Ui and ϕ : U Ñ G the map defined by ϕ|Ui “ ϕi. It is easy to see that
pU,ϕ,Gq is a bisubmersion and ΓcpΩ1{2pUqq “
à
iPI
ΓcpΩ1{2pUiqq.
For the construction of the convolution algebra, will have to identify smooth densities between two
different bisubmersions, and this can be done by means of integration along the fibers of a submersion.
Since there exist bisubmersions which are adapted to U , but not necessarily through a submersive
morphism, the next lemma is in order. Its proof is exactly the same as [1, Lem. 4.3], using our
Lemma A.2, so we omit it.
Lemma A.4. Let pV, ϕV , Gq be a bisubmersion adapted to U . The following two statements hold:
a) Let v P V . Then there exists a bisubmersion pW,ϕW , Gq and submersions p : W Ñ U , q : W Ñ
V which are morphisms of bisubmersions such that v P qpW q.
W
q
~~
p
  
V U
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b) Let f P ΓcpΩ1{2pV qq. Then there exists a bisubmersion pW,ϕW , Gq and submersions p : W Ñ
U , q : W Ñ V which are morphisms of bisubmersions and g P ΓcpΩ1{2pW qq such that q!pgq “ f .
Analogously to [1, §4.3], Lemma A.4 allows us to consider the quotient vector space
AU “
â
iPI
ΓcpΩ1{2pUiqq{I
Here I is the linear subspace spanned by p!f , where p : W Ñ U is a submersion and morphism
of bisubmersions and f P ΓcpΩ1{2pW qq is such that there exists a submersion and morphism of
bisubmersions q : W Ñ V with q!pfq “ 0.
Remark A.5. A bisubmersion pU,ϕ,Gq for the singular subalgebroid B can be viewed a bisub-
mersion pU, tU , sU q for the underlying foliation FB, see Remark 2.19. In spite of this, the space
AU constructed here differs from the one constructed in [1, §4.3] out of the singular foliation FB.
That is because, while every morphism of bisubmersions p : pU,ϕ,Gq Ñ pU 1, ϕ1, Gq is a morphism of
bisubmersions p : pU, tU , sU q Ñ pU 1, tU 1 , sU 1q, the converse is not true.
The proofs of [1, Prop. 4.4, 4.5] go through verbatim in the context of bisubmersions to endow AU
with the following ˚-algebra structure:
• Given a bisubmersion pV, ϕV , Gq adapted to U there is a linear map QV : ΓcpΩ1{2pV qq Ñ AU
such that:
a) If pV, ϕV , Gq “ pUi, ϕi, Gq then QV is the quotient map
b) If p : W Ñ V is a morphism of bisubmersions which is a submersion, then QW “ QV ˝ p!.
• If pV, ϕV , Gq, pW,ϕW , Gq are bisubmersions adapted to U then for sections f P ΓcpΩ1{2pV qq,
g P ΓcpΩ1{2pW qq, the ˚-involution and product in AU are defined as follows:
pQV pfqq˚ “ QV ´1pf˚q, QV pfqQW pgq “ QV ˝W pf b gq
Definition A.6. a) The ˚-algebra of the atlas U is AU with the above operations.
b) The ˚-algebra ApBq of the singular subalgebroid B is AU for U the path-holonomy atlas of
bisubmersions.
The completion of the ˚-algebra AU is verbatim as explained in [1, §4.4, §4.5] (but using the foliation
FB for the definition of the L1-norm in [1, §4.4]). This way we obtain the full and reduced C˚-algebras
C˚pUq and Cr˚ pUq respectively. When U is the path-holonomy atlas of bisubmersions associated with
B, we write C˚pBq and Cr˚ pBq.
B A technical lemma about bisubmersions
The proof of Prop. 2.32 relies on the following proposition, which relates bisubmersions for a singular
subalgebroid on M with bisubmersions for the induced singular foliation on G.
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Proposition B.1. Let pU,ϕ,Gq be a bisubmersion for a singular subalgebroid B. Then
pU :“ U ˆsU ,t G,
with target and source maps
tpU pu, gq :“ ϕpuq ¨ g
spU pu, gq :“ g
to G, is a bisubmersion for the singular foliation ÝÑB on G (in the sense of [1], see §2.3.1).
The main step in the proof of Prop. B.1 is to check that eq. (2.2) holds, i.e. that
t´1pU pÝÑB q “ Γcpker dtpU q ` Γcpker dspU q “ s´1pU pÝÑB q. (B.1)
We start making these submodules more explicit. By Lemma 2.3 we have
t´1pU pÝÑB q “ SpanC8c ppUq
ď
αPB
 pY,Zq : Y P XpUq, Z P Γpker dsU q s.t. pdusU qY “ pdgtqZ for all pu, gq P pU
and pY,Zq is tpU -related to ÝÑα( (B.2)
s´1pU pÝÑB q “ SpanC8c ppUq
ď
αPB
 pY,ÝÑα q : Y P XpUq s.t. pdusU qY “ pdgtqÝÑα for all pu, gq P pU(. (B.3)
Lemma B.2.
Γcpker dtpU q “ SpanC8c ppUq
ď
αPB
 pY,´ÝÑα q : Y P Γpker dtU q s.t. Y is ϕ-related to ÐÝα(.
Proof. At every point pu, gq P pU , we have
ker dpu,gqtpU “ tpY,Zq : Y P kerpdutU q, Z P kerpdgsq s.t. dusU pY q “ dgtpZq and pduϕpY qq ¨ Zg “ 0u.
The inclusion “Ą” in the statement of the lemma holds because ÐÝα ¨ p´ÝÑα q “ ÐÝα ¨ pi˚ÐÝα q “ 0 for
all α P B, where i is the inversion on G. For the opposite inclusion, let pY,Zq P Γcpker dtpU q. In
particular Y P ΓcpU, ker dtU q, so by Lemma 2.8 b) (applied to tU ) we have Y “
ÿ
i
fiYi where
fi P C8c pUq and the Yi P ΓpU, ker dtU q are ϕ-related to ÐÝαi for suitable αi P B. As seen earlier, each
pYi,´ÝÑαiq P Γpker dtpU q, so the difference pY,Zq ´ÿ
i
pprU q˚fi ¨ pYi,´ÝÑαiq lies in Γpker dtpU q too. Now
this difference is of the form p0, ˚q, and the condition pdϕp0qq ¨ ˚ “ 0 implies that ˚ “ 0. Hence this
difference is zero. Multiplying by an element of C8c ppUq which is 1 on supppY,Zq, we are done.
Proof of Prop. B.1. The map spU is a submersion because sU is. We now show that tpU : pU Ñ G is
a submersion, by showing that its derivative at any point pu, gq P pU is surjective. Let b : M Ñ U
be a bisection of U through u. Then c :“ ϕ ˝ b : M Ñ G is a bisection of G through ϕpuq. Since
the left multiplication Lc is a diffeomorphism, any vector in Tpϕpuq¨gqG can be written as pLcq˚v for
some v P TgG, i.e. as pc˚t˚vq ¨ v, which is the image under ptpU q˚ of pb˚t˚v, vq P Tpu,gq pU .
We now prove the first equality in eq. (B.1). For “Ą”, it suffices to show that t´1pU pÝÑB q Ą Γcpker dspU q.
By Lemma 2.8 b), it suffices to consider pY, 0q where Y P ΓpU, ker dsU q is ϕ-related to ÝÑα for some
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α P B. Such an element is as on the r.h.s. of eq. (B.2), since ÝÑα ¨0 “ ÝÑα . For “Ă”, let pY,Zq be as in the
r.h.s. of eq. (B.2). Since pU,ϕ,Gq is a bisubmersion for B, there is Y 1 P Γpker dsU q which is ϕ-related
to ÝÑα . Then pY 1, 0q is tpU -related to ÝÑα . Hence the difference satisfies pY, Zq ´ pY 1, 0q P Γpker dtpU q,
and therefore pY,Zq P Γpker dtpU q ` Γpker dspU q. Taking C8c ppUq-linear combinations we are done.
We are left with proving the second equality in eq. (B.1). For “Ă”, it suffices to show that
Γcpker dtpU q Ă s´1pU pÝÑB q, which is easily seen to hold using Lemma B.2 and i˚ÐÝα “ ´ÝÑα . For the
inclusion “Ą”, it suffices to consider elements pY,ÝÑα q as on the r.h.s. of eq. (B.3). Since pU,ϕ,Gq
is a bisubmersion for B, there is Y 1 P Γpker dtU q which is ϕ-related to ´ÐÝα . By Lemma B.2 we
have pY 1,ÝÑα q P Γpker dtpU q. Since Y ´ Y 1 P Γpker dsU q, the difference satisfies pY,ÝÑα q ´ pY 1,ÝÑα q “pY ´ Y 1, 0q P Γpker dspU q. Therefore pY,ÝÑα q P Γpker dtpU q ` Γpker dspU q.
C On atlases and holonomy groupoids
We recall some material from [1, §3.1], spelling out part of it and rephrasing it in the context of
singular subalgebroids (rather than singular foliations). This material is used in Prop. 3.12, and in
the construction of morphisms between holonomy groupoids (covering the identity in §4 and covering
submersions in Appendix D).
Fix a singular subalgebroid B of a Lie algebroid A, and a Lie groupoid G integrating A.
Definition C.1. Let U :“ pUi, ϕi, GqiPI be a family of bisubmersions for B.
a) Let pU,ϕ,Gq be a bisubmersion of B. We say that pU,ϕ,Gq is adapted to U if for every
point u P U there is an open subset U 1 Ă U containing u, an index i P I and a morphism of
bisubmersions U 1 Ñ Ui.
b) U is an atlas if
(a) YiPIsipUiq “M ,
(b) the inverse of every element of U is adapted to U ,
(c) the composition of any two elements of U is adapted to U .
c) Let U and V be two atlases. U is adapted to V is every element of U is adapted to V. The
atlases U and V are equivalent if they are adapted to each other.
Let U be an atlas for B. By Corollary 3.3 c), the relation
u1 „ u2 ô there is an open neighborhood U 11 of u1,
there is a morphism of bisubmersions f : U 11 Ñ U2 such that fpu1q “ u2,
is an equivalence relation on the disjoint union
ž
UPU
U . (It can be expressed in terms of bisections
too, as in Rem. 3.6.) The quotient
HpBqU :“
ž
UPU
U{ „ (C.1)
is a topological groupoid. It comes with a canonical morphism of topological groupoids Φ: HpBqU Ñ
G, induced by the bisubmersions ϕ : U Ñ G in U . This is proven in a way similar to [1, Prop. 3.2]
and Thm. 3.8.
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We now display some properties of this construction. The following is [1, Rem. 3.3], with details
added.
Proposition C.2. Let the atlas U be adapted to the atlas V. Then
i) there is a canonical, injective morphism of topological groupoids Θ: HpBqU Ñ HpBqV
ii) Θ commutes with the canonical maps from HpBqU and HpBqV to G.
Proof. i) Take an element U of U and u P U . By definition, there is an open subset U 1 Ă U containing
u, an element V1 of V, and a morphism of bisubmersions g1 : U 1 Ñ V1. Assume that there is another
element V2 of V, and a morphism of bisubmersions g2 : U 1 Ñ V2. Then there is a morphism of
bisubmersions V 11 Ñ V2 – obtained applying Cor. 3.3 c) to g1 – defined on a neighborhood of g1puq
in V1, making this diagram commute:
V1

U 1
g1
>>
g2   
V2
This gives a well-defined map
ž
UPU
U Ñ HpBqV , mapping a point u1 to rg1pu1qs, where g1 is any
morphism of bisubmersions into an element of V.
Now consider two morphisms of bisubmersions g1 : U1 Ñ V1 and g2 : U2 Ñ V2, where U1, U2 are open
subsets of elements of U , and V1, V2 P V. Suppose f is a morphism of bisubmersions mapping a point
u1 P U1 to u2 P U2. Then there is a morphism of bisubmersions mapping g1pu1q to g2pu2q. This can
be seen using Cor. 3.3 c) to “invert” the top horizontal map in
U1
f

g1 // V1

U2
g2 // V2
Hence, by Θpru1sq :“ rg1pu1qs we obtain a well-defined map Θ: HpBqU Ñ HpBqV .
The injectivity of Θ can be seen applying the above reasoning to the bottom horizontal map in the
diagram
U1

// V1

U2 // V2
Last, we show that Θ is a groupoid morphism. We indicate only how to check that the groupoid
multiplications are preserved. Again, consider two morphisms of bisubmersions g1 : U1 Ñ V1 and
g2 : U2 Ñ V2, where U1, U2 are open subsets of elements of U , and V1, V2 P V. Let u1 P U1 and
u2 P U2 so that their product ru1s ¨ ru2s in HpBqU is defined. Then g1ˆg2, which clearly maps u1 ˝u2
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to g1pu1q ˝ g2pu2q, is a morphism of bisubmersions, as can be seen from the commutativity of the
diagram below.
U1 ˝ U2
&&
g1ˆg2 // V1 ˝ V2
yy
Gˆs,t G
multiplication

G
Hence
Θpru1s ¨ ru2sq “ rpg1 ˆ g2qpu1 ˝ u2qs “ rg1pu1q ˝ g2pu2qs “ Θpru1sq ¨Θpru2sq.
ii) The morphism Θ: HpBqU Ñ HpBqV commutes with the maps to G because Θ is constructed
assembling morphisms of bisubmersions, which by definition commute with the respective maps to
G (see the commutative diagram in Def. 2.21).
Proposition C.3. Let U be a path holonomy atlas as in definition 3.4. Then U is adapted to any
atlas V.
Remark C.4. 1) In particular, any two path holonomy atlases are adapted to each other. Proposi-
tion C.2 implies that the corresponding topological groupoids agree. (We denote them HpBq along
the whole paper).
2) For any atlas V, there is a canonical injective morphism of topological groupoids HpBq Ñ HpBqV ,
as a consequence of proposition C.2 and proposition C.3.
In the converse, we can only say that there is an injective morphism of local topological groupoids
from a neighborhood of the identity section of HpBqV to HpBq. This can be seen using proposition
3.2 and proceeding as in the proof of proposition C.2.
Proof. Let U be a minimal path holonomy bisubmersion lying in U and x PM with p0, xq P U . Take
a preimage v of the identity element 1x under the quotient map 6 :
ž
V PV
V Ñ HpBqV , and suppose
that v P V . Then by proposition 3.2 and Cor. 3.3 c) there exists an open neighbourhood U 1 of p0, xq
in U and a morphism of bisubmersions U 1 Ñ V mapping p0, xq to v. Repeating for all x, we see that
there is a neighbourhood N of U XM in U , such that every point of N lies in the domain of some
morphism of bisubmersions into some element of V. In other words, N is adapted to V.
This implies that the same holds for any arbitrary point of U : if pλ, xq P U , then there is a positive
integer k such that pλ{k, xq P N , and there is a neighborhood U of pλ, xq and a morphism of
bisubmersions U Ñ N ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ N mapping pλ, xq to pλ{k, . . . q ˝ . . . pλ{k, tU ppλ{k, xqqq ˝ pλ{k, xq. (It
exists by Cor. 3.3 b) since the constant bisection of U with value λ and the constant bisection of
N ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝N with value pλ{k, . . . , λ{kq map to the same bisection of G.) Using that N is is adapted to
V, we obtain a morphism of bisubmersions U 1 Ñ Vk ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ V1 for some elements Vi of V. This shows
that U is adapted to V.
For elements of U which are compositions Un ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ U1 of path holonomy bisubmersions, apply the
above to each Ui. Notice that we do not need to consider inverses of path holonomy bisubmersions,
due to Remark. 2.26.
Proposition C.5. Let U be an atlas generated by path-holonomy bisubmersions as in definition 2.16
(not necessarily minimal ones). Then U is adapted to a path-holonomy atlas.
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Remark C.6. Such an atlas U is equivalent to a path-holonomy atlas, by proposition C.3 and
proposition C.5, hence HpBqU “ HpBq.
Proof. Let tα1, . . . ,αnu be a set of local generators of B, giving rise to the bisubmersion pU,ϕ,Gq.
Let x P sU pUq Ă M . We may assume that, for some k ď n, tα1, . . . ,αku is a minimal set of
local generators at x (see Remark 1.11). So on a neighborhood M 1 of x, for a ą k, we can write
αa “
kÿ
i“1
f iaαi for functions f
i
a on M
1. It is straightforward to check that
Rn ˆM Ñ Rk ˆM, pλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λn;xq ÞÑ pλ1 `
nÿ
a“k`1
λaf
1
a , ¨ ¨ ¨ , λk `
nÿ
a“k`1
λaf
k
a ;xq
restricts to a morphism of bisubmersions from U |M 1 to the minimal path holonomy bisubmersion
constructed using tα1, . . . ,αku.
As such bisubmersions pU,ϕ,Gq generate the atlas U , we are done.
D Morphisms of holonomy groupoids covering submersions
In §3, starting from a Lie groupoid G and singular subalgebroid B of the Lie algebroid LiepGq, we
constructed a holonomy groupoid HGpBq endowed with a map of topological groupoids to G. In §4
we extended this construction to morphisms covering the identity on the base, obtaining canonical
morphisms of topological groupoids
HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pB2q
commuting with the canonical maps. In this appendix we do the same for morphisms covering
surjective submersions, see Theorem D.6.
Let F˚ : A1 Ñ A2 be a morphism of Lie algebroids, covering a surjective submersion f : M1 Ñ M2.
Let B1 be a singular subalgebroid of A1 satisfying the following condition:
xB1proj :“ tα P xB1 : α is F˚-projectable to a section of A2u (D.1)
generates B1 as a C8c pM1q-module.
Recall that the global hull xB1 was defined in §1.1. Here by “α is F˚-projectable to a section of A2”
we mean that there exists b P ΓpA2q such that F˚pα|xq “ b|fpxq for all x P M1. As f is surjective,
such a section b is unique, and will be denoted by F˚α.
Lemma D.1. Condition (D.1) implies that
F˚pB1q :“ SpanC8c pM2qtF˚α : α P xB1proju
is a singular subalgebroid of A2.
Proof. First notice that F˚pB1q is a well-defined C8pM2q-submodule of ΓcpA2q, since f is surjective.
F˚pB1q is involutive: the fact that F˚ is a morphism of Lie algebroids implies that if α,b P ΓpA1q
are F˚-projectable, then their bracket also is, and F˚rα,bs “ rF˚α, F˚bs [15, §3.4, equation (24)].
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We now show that F˚pB1q is locally finitely generated. For all x P M1, the restriction to xB1proj
of the linear map B1 Ñ B1{IxB1 is surjective, as a consequence of condition (D.1). Choosing
tα1, . . . ,αnu Ă xB1proj so that its image forms a basis of B1{IxB1, we obtain a set of generators of B1
near x (see Remark 1.11, which remains true for global hulls). We claim that tF˚α1, . . . , F˚αnu is a
set of generators of F˚pB1q near fpxq. To this aim, it suffices to show that F˚α is a C8pM2q-linear
combination of the F˚αi’s, for all α P xB1proj . We can write
α “
ÿ
i
giαi (D.2)
nearby x, for some gi P C8pM1q. Take a small enough submanifold S of M1 through x which is
transverse to the f -fibers (hence f |S is a diffeomorphism onto an open subset of M2). Restricting
the equation (D.2) to S and applying F˚ gives the desired conclusion.
We display two classes of singular subalgebroids that satisfy condition (D.1).
Lemma D.2. i) If f is a diffeomorphism, any singular subalgebroid B1 satisfies condition (D.1).
ii) Assume that F˚ : A1 Ñ A2 has constant rank and B2 is a singular subalgebroid of A2, such that
any element of B2 can be F˚-lifted to a section of A1. Then
B1 :“ SpanC8c pM1qtα P ΓpA1q : α is F˚-projectable to an element of B2u,
is a singular subalgebroid of A1 satisfying condition (D.1). Further F˚pB1q “ B2.
Remark D.3. If F˚ is fiberwise surjective, then any singular subalgebroid B2 satisfies the assump-
tions of Lemma D.2 ii). The singular subalgebroid B1 appearing there deserves to be called the
pullback of B2.
Proof. i) is clear since in that case xB1proj “ xB1. For ii) we proceed as follows.
We first check that B1 is a singular subalgebroid of A1. The involutivity of B1 follows from that of
B2. To see that B1 is locally finitely generated nearby a given point x P M1, choose a finite set of
local generators tbiu of B2 in a neighborhood V of fpxq. Shrinking V if necessary, we can assume
that the bi’s are compactly supported, and hence elements of B2. By assumption, there are sections
tαiu Ă ΓpA1q which lift the tbiu, i.e. , each αi is F˚-projectable, and F˚αi “ bi. We have αi P xB1
by the definition of the latter. Now let tcju Ă ΓpkerpF˚qq be a finite set which forms a frame for the
vector bundle kerpF˚q near x. It exists since F˚ has constant rank. We claim that
tαiu Y tcju
is a generating set for B1 near x. Indeed, given α P ΓpA1q which is F˚-projectable to an element of
B2, there exist tgiu Ă C8pM2q such that F˚α “
ÿ
i
gib
i on V . On f´1pV q, the section
ÿ
i
f˚pgiqαi
projects to F˚α. Hence, in neighborhood of x, we have α “
ÿ
i
f˚pgiqαi `
ÿ
j
hjc
j for certain
thju Ă C8pM1q. This shows that B1 is locally finitely generated nearby x.
By construction B1 satisfies condition (D.1). By definition F˚B1 Ă B2, and the reverse inclusion
holds since by assumption elements of B2 can be lifted to sections of A1.
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Surjective morphisms
The following proposition address surjective morphisms, and a special case (corresponding to the
case f “ Id) was already addressed in Prop. 4.1.
Proposition D.4. Let F : G1 Ñ G2 be a morphism of Lie groupoids, covering a surjective sub-
mersion f : M1 Ñ M2. Let B1 be a singular subalgebroid of LiepG1q, and assume that it satisfies
condition (D.1) above. Let B2 :“ F˚pB1q, which is a singular subalgebroid of LiepG2q by Lemma D.1.
Then there is a canonical, surjective morphism of topological groupoids
Ξ: HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pB2q
making the following diagram commute:
HG1pB1q
Φ1

Ξ // HG2pB2q
Φ2

G1
F // G2
(D.3)
To construct the morphism Ξ we will relate bisubmersions for B1 with bisubmersions for B2. We
first need a lemma.
Lemma D.5. Assume the set-up of Prop. D.4. Let tα1, . . . ,αnu be a minimal set of local generators
of B1 lying in xB1proj. Let pU,ϕ1, G1q the corresponding path-holonomy G1-bisubmersion for B1. Then
pU,ϕ2 :“ F ˝ ϕ1, G2q is a G2-bisubmersion for B2.
The situation is visualized in the following diagram, which is helpful to follow the proof of Prop. D.4
too.
U
ϕ1

ϕ2
!!
G1
F // G2
Proof. Recall that U is an open subset of Rn ˆ M1, and by definition 2.16 we have ϕ1 : U Ñ
G1, pλ, xq ÞÑ expx
ÿ
λi
Ñ
αi. Hence
ϕ2ppλ, xqq “ F pexpx
ÿ
λi
Ñ
αiq “ expfpxq
ÿ
λi
ÝÝÝÝÑ
F˚pαiq. (D.4)
Here the second equality holds because, since F is a Lie groupoid morphism and αi is F˚-projectable
(to F˚pαiq P B2), we have F˚pÑαiq “ ÝÝÝÝÑF˚pαiq.
Let pW,ϕW , G2q be the path-holonomy G2-bisubmersion for B2 (not necessarily minimal) associated
to the set of local generators tF˚pα1q, . . . , F˚pαnqu of B2. In particular, W is an open subset of
Rn ˆM2. The submersion pId, fq : Rn ˆM1 Ñ Rn ˆM2 restricts to map p : U Ñ W which by eq.
(D.4) makes this diagram commute:
U
p //
ϕ2   
W
ϕW

G2
By Lemma 2.22, we conclude that pU,ϕ2, G2q is a G2-bisubmersion for B2.
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Notice that if if pU,ϕ1, G1q and pU 1, ϕ11, G1q are G1-bisubmersion for B1 as in Lemma D.5, and k is
a (locally defined) morphism between them, then k is is also a morphism of bisubmersions between
the corresponding G2-bisubmersion for B2. Applying this fact in the proof of Prop. D.4 implies
that the morphism Ξ is canonical in a neighborhood of the identity section of HG1pB1q, and by
source-connectedness on the whole of HG1pB1q.
Proof of Prop. D.4. Take a family S of path-holonomy G1-bisubmersions for B1, constructed out of
minimal sets of local, F -projectable generators of B1, and so that YUPSsU pUq “M1. It exists since
B1 satisfies property (D.1). Denote by U1 the atlas (see definitions 3.4 and C.1) generated by the
elements of S, viewed as G1-bisubmersions for B1. In other words, U1 is constructed from elements
of S, taking their finite compositions as G1-bisubmersions for B1 (we do not need to take inverse
bisubmersions by Remark 2.26.) Similarly, denote by U2 the atlas generated by the elements of S,
viewed as G2-bisubmersions for B2 as in Lemma D.5 (again18 we do not need to take inverses).
Claim: There is a canonical injective map ι that makes the following diagram commute:š
U1PU1 U1

ι //
š
U2PU2 U2

G1
F // G2
(D.5)
By Lemma D.5, for every pU,ϕ1, G1q P S, we have that pU,ϕ2 :“ F ˝ ϕ1, G2q is a G2-bisubmersion
for B2. We take ι|U to be simply the identity.
Let U, V P S. Then U ˝1 V :“ U ˆpsU q1,ptV q1 V , their composition as G1-bisubmersions for B1, is
contained in U ˝2 V :“ U ˆpsU q2,ptV q2 V , their composition as G2-bisubmersions for B2. (Notice that
the former is a fiber product over M1, the latter a fiber product over M2.) We define ι|U˝1V to be
this inclusion. The following diagram commutes, since F is a morphism of groupoids:
U ˝1 V
pϕU q1¨pϕV q1
 
// U ˝2 V
pϕU q2¨pϕV q2

G1
F // G2
The same holds for the composition of any finite number of bisubmersions in S. 4
Claim The map ι descends to a map
HG1pB1q “
ž
U1PU1
U1{ „1 Ñ
ž
U2PU2
U2{ „2 (D.6)
where „1 (respectively „2) denotes the equivalence relation of G1-bisubmersions (respectively G2-
bisubmersions) as in Appendix C. It is clearly a morphism of topological groupoids.
It is clear that if U, V P S and f : U Ñ V is a morphism for G1-bisubmersions, then it is also a
18Indeed, since F is a groupoid morphism, an isomorphism of bisubmersions between pU,ϕ,G1q P S and its inverse
pU, iG1 ˝ϕ,G1q provides an isomorphism of G2-bisubmersions between pU,F ˝ϕ,G2q and its inverse pU, iG2 ˝F ˝ϕ,G2q.
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morphism for G2-bisubmersions. Hence, for all u P U and v P V , u „1 v implies that u „2 v.
U
pϕU q1   
f // V
pϕV q1~~
G1
F

G2
The equivalences between points in arbitrary elements of U1 are more delicate. We first describe
how to construct certain bisections. Let U1 P U1, so that U1 “ U1 ˝1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝1 Uk for U1, . . . , Uk P S.
We denote by U2 the “corresponding” element of U2, i.e. , U2 :“ U1 ˝2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝2 Uk. As remarked in
the previous claim, we have a (usually strict) inclusion ι : U1 ãÑ U2. Fix u P U1. We construct a
bisection for U2 passing through ιpuq, as follows. Let b be a dimpM2q-dimensional submanifold of
U1 so that Tub is transverse to both psU q´11 pkerpf˚qq and ptU q´11 pkerpf˚qq. Notice that psU q1pbq and
ptU q1pbq are both submanifolds of M1 transverse to the fibers of f : M1 ÑM2, and that the map
psU q1pbq Ñ ptU q1pbq,
obtained psU q1-lifting to points of b and applying ptU q1, is a diffeomorphism. Together with the
commutativity of (D.5), this implies that ιpbq is a bisection for the G2-bisubmersion U2.
Now let U1, V1 be arbitrary elements of U1, and U2, V2 the “corresponding” elements of U2. Let u P U1
and v P V1 with u „1 v. By definition, this means that there is a locally defined morphism f : U1 Ñ V1
of bisubmersions over G1, mapping u to v (see §3.2). Choosing a submanifold b Ă U1 through u
as above, we obtain bisections ιpbq for the bisubmersion U2, and ιpfpbqq for the bisubmersion V2.
Notice that these bisections pass through ιpuq and ιpvq respectively. Both bisections carry the same
bisection of G2, by the commutativity of (D.5). By Cor. 3.3 b) we obtain ιpuq „2 ιpvq. 4
Claim We have
ž
U2PU2
U2{ „2“ HG2pB2q, hence the morphism in (D.6) reads HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pB2q.
Let pU,ϕ1, G1q P S, constructed out of a minimal set of local generators tα1, . . . ,αnu of B1. Consider
pU,ϕ2:“ F ˝ ϕ1, G2q, a G2-bisubmersion for B2. Further consider pW,ϕW , G2q, the G2-bisubmersion
for B2 (not necessarily minimal) associated to the set of local generators tF˚pα1q, . . . , F˚pαnqu of
B2. In the proof of Lemma D.5 we saw that there is a morphism of bisubmersions p : U Ñ W , so
the bisubmersion pU,ϕ2, G2q is adapted (see definition C.1) to the bisubmersion pW,ϕW , G2q. Hence
the atlas U2, which is generated by all pU,ϕ2, G2q’s as above, is adapted to the atlas generated by
the corresponding W ’s, which we denote by W. In turn, by Rem. C.6, W is equivalent to a path
holonomy atlas. The latter is adapted to U2 by Prop. C.3. In conclusion, U2 is equivalent to a path
holonomy atlas, so by Proposition C.2 there is a canonical isomorphism of topological groupoidsž
U2PU2
U2{ „2– HG2pB2q. 4
Claim The map HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pB2q constructed above is surjective.
The inclusion ι in diagram (D.5) is not surjective. We have to show that any point in the codomain
is equivalent, under „2, to a point in the image of ι. We do so only for points in the codomain which
lie in the product of two bisubmersions, as the general case is similar. Consider path holonomy
G1-bisubmersions U and V lying in S, i.e. constructed out of minimal sets of local F -projectable
generators taiuiďI and tbkukďK of B1. Consider points pλ, yq P U Ă RI ˆM1 and pη, xq P V Ă
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RK ˆM1 such that their images under19 psU q2 and ptV q2 respectively coincide. We want to show
that pλ, yq ˝2 pη, xq P U ˝2 V is equivalent under „2 to an element in the image of ι. The difficulty
is that pλ, yq ˝1 pη, xq might not be well-defined.
U
ϕ1

ϕ2
""
G1
F //
sG1

G2
sG2

M1
f //M2
Define y1 :“ ptV q1pη, xq P M1. Notice that fpy1q “ ptV q2pη, xq “ fpyq. Choose a path holonomy
bisubmersion U 1, constructed out of a minimal set of local, F -projectable generators ta1jujďJ of B1
defined nearby y1. There is λ1 P RJ such that
pλ, yq „2 pλ1, y1q. (D.7)
To see this, first use the fact that the tF˚a1jujďJ generate B2 nearby fpy1q to write F˚ai “
ÿ
j
cji pF˚a1jq
where cji P C8pM2q. Then check using Eq. (D.4) that
U Ñ U 1, pγ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , γI ; zq ÞÑ p
ÿ
i
c1i γi, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
ÿ
i
cJi γi;ψpzqq
is a morphism of G2-bisubmersions, which maps pλ, yq to a point of the form pλ1, y1q for some λ1 P RJ .
Here ψ is any local diffeomorphism of M1 with ψpyq “ y1 preserving the f -fibers, which exists since
f is a submersion.
Notice that pλ1, y1q ˝1 pη, xq P U 1 ˝1 V is well-defined. Thanks to eq. (D.7) we can hence write
pλ, yq ˝2 pη, xq „2 pλ1, y1q ˝2 pη, xq “ ιppλ1, y1q ˝1 pη, xqq,
proving the claim. 4
To finish the proof, notice that diagram (D.3) commutes since diagram (D.5) does.
Arbitrary morphisms
The next theorem, which specializes to Thm. 4.6 for morphisms covering the identity, extends Prop.
D.4.
Theorem D.6. Let F : G1 Ñ G2 be a morphism of Lie groupoids, covering a surjective submersion
f : M1 Ñ M2 between their spaces of identity elements. Let B1 be a singular subalgebroid of A1 :“
LiepG1q, and assume that it satisfies condition (D.1) above. Let B2 be a singular subalgebroid of
A2 :“ LiepG2q, such that F˚pB1q Ă B2. Then there is a canonical morphism of topological groupoids
Ξ: HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pB2q
19Recall that psU q2 denotes the composition of ϕ2 : U Ñ G2 and the source map of G2.
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over f making the following diagram commute:
HG1pB1q
Φ1

Ξ // HG2pB2q
Φ2

G1
F // G2
(D.8)
Proof. Compose the canonical morphism Ξ: HG1pB1q Ñ HG2pF˚pB1qq given by Prop. D.4 with the
canonical morphism HG2pF˚pB1qq Ñ HG2pB2q given by Lemma 4.4.
Examples
The following are applications of Prop. D.4.
Example D.7 (The singular foliation ÝÑB on G). Let G Ñ M be a Lie groupoid, and B a singular
subalgebroid of A :“ LiepGq. Consider the Lie groupoid Gˆs,sGÑ G associated to the submersion
s : GÑM . (It is a subgroupoid of the pair groupoid associated to G, where we regard G as a mere
manifold). Consider the morphism of Lie groupoids
F : Gˆs,s GÑ G, pg, hq ÞÑ gh´1
over t : G Ñ M . The corresponding Lie algebroid morphism F˚ : kerps˚q Ñ kerps˚q|M “ A sends
v P kerps˚qh to pRh´1q˚v. From this we see that the singular foliation ÝÑB satisfies condition (D.1)
and F˚pÝÑB q “ B.
Notice that, since G ˆs,s G is a subgroupoid of the pair groupoid G ˆ G, by proposition 4.2 we
have HGˆs,sGpÝÑB q – HGˆGpÝÑB q, that is: the holonomy groupoid of ÝÑB constructed using G ˆs,s G
agrees with the one constructed using the pair groupoid GˆG. Prop. D.4 implies the existence of
a canonical surjective morphism of topological groupoids
HGˆGpÝÑB q Ñ HGpBq.
Notice that the domain of the above morphism is simply the holonomy groupoid of the singular
foliation ÝÑB , in the sense of [1]. In [4] we will use this morphism to study the geometric properties of
the holonomy groupoid HGpBq.
Example D.8 (Singular foliations). Let f : M1 Ñ M2 be a surjective submersion. Let F1 be a
singular foliation on M1, such that xF1proj :“ tX P xF1 : X is f -projectable to a vector field on M2u
generates F1 as a C8c pM1q-module. Then f˚F1 is a singular foliation on M2, by Lemma D.1. Let
pf, fq : M1 ˆM1 ÑM2 ˆM2
be the induced map on pair groupoids. Prop. D.4 implies the existence of a canonical surjective
morphism of topological groupoids
HpF1q Ñ Hpf˚F1q
between the holonomy groupoids of the two singular foliations.
We remark that, under the additional assumptions that f has connected fibers and that F1 contains
Γcpkerpf˚qq, the foliation F1 agrees with the pullback foliation f´1pf˚F1q, by [5, Lemma 3.2]. It is
shown in [11] that HpF1q then agrees with the pullback of the groupoid Hpf˚F1q via f , and the
above morphism is the canonical projection of the pullback groupoid.
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